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What is SACEE?
The South African Council for English Education is a non-profit association of
voluntary members.
SACEE provides a practical means for individuals, schools and organizations to
participate in the development of skills and in the enjoyment of English.
Today, through a network of branches and membership, the Council succeeds in
initiating and sustaining a wide variety of worthwhile activities and projects,
undertaken voluntarily by members and aimed at benefiting teachers and
students in formal and informal educational environments.
SACEE draws together people with an appreciation of the richness of the
language, concern for clarity of thought and respect for the multilingual diversity
of South Africa.

SACEE Projects

 English Alive— a collection of writings from High Schools and Colleges.
 English Olympiad—an annual National Writing Competition for High
Schools and Colleges sponsored by De Beers.
 Language Challenge/Puzzle Parade—a fun quiz for all learners.
 Debating Techniques for teachers and adjudicators.
 Original Writing and Creative Writing Competitions
 Bursary Schemes
 Annual Newsletter
For more information regarding SACEE projects or how to become involved in
your nearest branch, please visit our website- www.sacee.org.za.
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Chairperson’s Report 2019
Another successful SACEE year has come to an end. We congratulate all
learners who took the time to dive into their thoughts, emotions and ideas to
create masterpieces. Creative writing is also known as ―the art of making
things up‖, but it is a vital part of modern society as it becomes a tool used
for self–expression. Language is such a powerful concept because it has the
ability to completely shape ideas and thoughts.
I was extremely impressed with the writing skills of our young learners; they
were able to attune themselves with the sound of their own imaginations and
this translated into beautiful stories and poems.
Thank you to all parents, learners and teachers, without your input; we would
not be able to celebrate these achievements. I would also like to thank the
SACEE Committee for your sacrificial contributions; I am grateful and
honoured to be part of SACEE.

Celeste Marks
Chairperson – SACEE Pretoria Branch
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SACEE Primary Schools’
Writing Competition

Primary School Co-ordinator’s Report
Creative writing is an art – the art of using your imagination and making
things up. Traditionally referred to as literature, creative writing is
considered to be original and self-expressive. It is a means of entertaining
and transporting the reader into the vast realms of imagination. C.S. Lewis
once said, “You can make anything by writing”, and through reading the
entries submitted, I found myself falling down a rabbit hole and being
transported into a magical, new world…
I have again this year, the privilege of being part of the SACEE Assessment
Committee, and being able to witness the incredible talent of our learners
through the submissions of their wonderful stories and creative writings.
The submissions this year are no less enchanting than previous years.
Thank you to all our teachers and parents for their invaluable support and
encouragement and allowing the learners to participate in these creative
writing exercises. By nurturing these talents, the learners grow by exploring
the possibilities within their imagination.
Monique Enslin
Primary School Co-ordinator
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The Lost Investigator
There once was an investigator called Mr Brown. Mr
Brown liked investigating in the woods where it was quiet,
cool and peaceful.
One day Mr Brown was investigating in a small town called , Prince Albert and
bumped into an old friend named Louis. Mr Brown and Louis went to a coffee
shop to have a drink together and play a great game of chess.
The next day Mr Brown went to the woods since it was his favourite place to
be. Unbeknown to him at the time, he dropped his compass and map. About
an hour later Mr Brown noticed that his map and compass were missing. At
first Mr Brown wasn't too worried and kept on walking. After a while though,
the sun started going down and Mr Brown got a shock! He had lost his way
back home.
Mr Brown started wondering which way to go, since he had lost his map it was
quite difficult to decide. By the time it was about 8 o'clock Mr Brown made
a plan to make a fire and make a sleeping spot for the night. Mr Brown had
some snacks in his pocket to eat for supper.
After a good night‘s rest Mr Brown got all his things together and headed
east. On the way, he found some people who guided him home.
The End
(By keeping a cool head Mr Brown turned what could have been a disaster
into an adventure)

Winner - Serenity Waller, Grade 3, Cornwall Hill College
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The Beautiful Butterfly
This story is about Buttercup the butterfly. Once upon a time there was a
wiggly caterpillar. All the butterflies made fun of her ugly green colour. Oh
how she wished to be a butterfly. Her dreams were about being a beautiful
pink and red butterfly.
She was always hungry, she ate and ate. She
crunched and she munched the big green leaves.
She felt very tired so she found a warm cozy spot,
here she began to spin a soft, yellow cocoon and she
fell into a deep sleep.
A few weeks later she opened her eyes and felt
slightly different. She started to stretch, ―Oh
my!‖, her wings were blue and a brilliant purple even better than in her
dreams.
Commendable - Kayla Koen, Grade 3, Cornwall Hill College

The Secret Life of Mr Langton, Our College Principal
Haven‘t you always wondered if your principal has a secret that he can never
tell? Like maybe he is a superhero, a villain or
even a genie. Today I will tell you about our
college principal. I always wondered if maybe
he sneaks out of his house and becomes a
robot or a cleaner or a gardener or if he could
turn into animals, you never know! Or even
imagine if he is all of those things and I was
the first to know I would be so happy. I think he may be a gardener because
when we come to school it is always clean. If he were a superhero I would ask
him if I could be his side-kick. If he were a genie I would ask if he could be
my genie. If he could turn into animals he would be another kind of Best Boy,
and that‘s what I wonder about him...
Commendable - Masechaba Madlala, Grade 3,
Christian Brothers College
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Under my Bed
In the town of Stanllyville lived a girl called Ava.
She was going to bed when she heard a weird
noise coming from under her bed. She tried
to see what was there and saw green eyes.
She ran to her parents room and tried to
wake them up but they told her to go back
to bed.
The next night Ava was in her bed and when she looked under it there was
nothing there. She closed her eyes but opened them because she was being
pulled under her bed. She tried to get away but the monster was too strong.
The green eyes were staring at her. ‗I am Zumba, son of Crackle, and I need
your help to get home!‘ said the monster. Ava made sure no one was awake
and took Zumba outside. ‗Take me to the dumpster. Under the garbage is a
crack to my world. I need someone small to open the lock‘. So Ava took
Zumba to the dumpster they reached the crack and Zumba jumped in. Ava
ran back home and went to bed.
Commendable - Ferryn Tours, Grade 3, Cornwall Hill College

Africa, my Africa
What I love about Africa is the Kalahari
Desert because it‘s so quiet and you can hear
the wind blowing. The unique people of Africa
all have different personalities. I love that
there is so much sunshine because I can run
and play. I love it when there‘s a
thunderstorm and load-shedding! When it‘s dark, I sit down and have some
hot chocolate in a blanket with my family and tell stories. When it‘s drizzling,
I go outside and play in the rain. When the sun comes out there is often a
rainbow. That is what I love about Africa.
Commendable - Kavia Muthray, Grade 3, St Mary’s DSG
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May’s Dozing Dangerous Dragons
Ages ago in a mysterious land of mountains,
Beasts never aged because of magical fountains,
They were hideous, brutal and disgusting dragons,
They came to our village and broke our wagons.
We have no transport, even our horses fled,
Because of the evil critters‘ burning fire ahead,
Every time the dragons flap their wings to fly,
It‘s like a burning hurricane forming in the sky.
They always burned our village with raging fire,
We do not know what the dragons really desire,
Their claws are like sharp, serrated spears,
We are defenceless except for our shovels and shears.
During the night the dragons slaughter our sheep,
They are cruel creatures that never ever sleep,
But there is one month the dragons never come to play,
It is their sleeping month, the welcome month of May.
Villagers are farming and children frolicking away
Today is the long awaited fifth month, hooray!
All is calm with no fear, fright or weeping
The dangerous dragons are blissfully sleeping.

Winner - Jèvahn Groenewald, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College
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Snakes’ Mysteries
Have you ever wondered why snakes don‘t have legs,
Ever pondered why only some snakes lay eggs?
Have you ever speculated why they don‘t growl but hiss,
Well I did - so let us look more into this.
Snakes simply slither to slide about
We know it is weird, not even a doubt.
Cold to the touch presenting fangs with venom,
Their mouths can stretch to swallow a watermelon!
Their skins are covered in smooth, hard scales,
The bigger snakes are usually the females!
They strike faster than a blink of an eye,
Snakes aren‘t bold, they are mostly shy.
A slither of snakes is the correct collective noun,
Their colours vary from red, yellow, to green and brown.
No, I‘ve never understood why they prefer sun to shade,
All I know is that you should be whole heartedly afraid!
Commendable - Jèvahn Groenewald, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College

The Weirdest Planet Ever
This planet is quite smelly,
The people look like jelly,
They look very silly,
That guy looks like my friend, Billy.
Some people are walking but not talking,
Some other people are talking, but not walking.
Oh, that guy has a Ferrari!
His boy is eating calamari.
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I think this planet is quite mysterious.
Oh, no! That guy looks furious!
I really wish I was home,
Then I could play on my phone.
Commendable – Wiehan Visser, Grade 4, Midstream Ridge

Welcome to Planet School
Welcome to planet school,
Where you are just cool!
Learning is a ton of fun!
Healthy food is our motto
While we play staccato
Let‘s get on our school rocket!!!
Aaaaaa… We just went through an air pocket
Welcome to planet earth that I adore
Let‘s go out and explore
I‘m keen and I‘m geared
But oh dear, I can‘t hear
My senses are all weird
Breathing is a problem
But not to fear, I‘ve got a gas tank right here.
Oooo…look up at the sky
Is it a bird?
Do you know if it is a fly?
Or is it a man in the sky?
No, it is my planet school flying high
Coming to fetch me to learn about pie.
Commendable – Genevieve du Plessis, Grade 4, Midstream Ridge
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The Day I Licked the Great Wall of China
One day we were at school, the last day of school, waiting for the bell, it‘s
holiday!
I had my passport extremely new and very, very clean.
It was a great day, it was the 12th of May but, still we were on Friday.
The bags were ready, mine bright, it was aquamarine.
We packed a pillow, to sleep oh so comfortably,
I went to the airport with my family, waiting very, very patiently.
We found our gate, we were excitedly-happy and nearly cried.
The plane landed, it was beautiful, it was graceful.
We boarded the plane so happy but, we were also showing pride.
When we landed it was confusing, we went 12 hours so gleeful.
On a bullet-train we went, off to Beijing to the Great Wall.
We ate delicious, suspicious dumpling dishes.
On the Wall, it was cold. I was scared I would fall.
And then I did the craziest thing… I licked it!
Not just once, not twice, not even three times-but 8 times!
My parents took a photo of the spit.
It was a peculiar, shaped like a ¥.
And that‘s my story of licking the Great Wall of China.
On the day I turned ten.

Commendable – Michael van Baalen, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College
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Above and Below

Commendable - Jessica Stedall, Grade 4, Reddford House (The Hills)

I Caught the Flu!
I caught the flu,
just like Nancy Drew!
I want to go to school,
I want to be cool!
It‘s not fun, I can tell you that!
It‘s the worst, of course that‘s a fact!
How did it happen? It was only last night
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maybe it was my dad who gave me a fright!
Now I don‘t know what to do,
I really don‘t like catching the flu!
What‘s that, Mom? It‘s only Sunday?
I‘m going to play, I‘ll be sick on Monday!
Commendable – Kayla Dean, Grade 4, Reddford House (The Hills)

The Candy Castle
Once upon a time there was a castle but not just any castle, it
was a Candy Castle. It was entirely made out of candy. The
castle itself was made out of waffle wafers and all the doors
were made out of chocolate. The princess who ruled from that
castle was named Bubble Gum princess. She was BEAUTIFUL
with her brown hair and blue eyes. She always wore a beautiful baby pink
dress with a chocolatey brown trim at the bottom.
‗‘Chocolate bananas,‘‘ she shouted ‗‘assemble please!‘‘ Within the next second
about ninety bananas covered in chocolate appeared. ‗‘Reporting for duty!‘‘
they said. ‗‘We need to get ready for the Vegetable Kingdom attack!‘‘ said
Bubble Gum princess. There was a Vegetable Kingdom that hated Candy
Kingdom, ‗‘But your majesty they are catapulting carrots this year,‘‘ said one
of the chocolate bananas. ―Then we are shooting banana cream pies,‖ she said
in a stern voice. Just then they heard a voice shout ―FIRE!‖ It was Princess
Pineapple from Vegetable Kingdom. They were shooting carrots at Candy
Castle. ‗‘FIRE THE BANANA CREAM PIES‘‘ said the Princess. The chocolate
bananas started catapulting the pies and
before you knew it the two kingdoms
were shooting things back and forth!
Carrots, pies, broccoli, candy canes. But
we don‘t know who‘s going to win the
battle. I am so sorry I have to do this,
but we‘ll find out in another book.

Winner – Tyler Walton, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College
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The Farmer and the Animals
There once was a farmer named Jack who had a food and vegetable cart. He
sold his fruit and vegetables in the animal kingdom, but he was struggling to
sell the food because the customers were animals and the animals were
scared of humans.
One day, a baboon and a monkey walked past the cart and they were hungry,
very hungry. The baboon asked the monkey if he could get some bananas
from the food cart. The monkey thought he was crazy, but agreed because
he saw that the man at the cart was sad. A few minutes later, the baboon
came back with four bananas which they ate. They were so delicious that
they told their two friends, bear and giraffe about the man‘s food. Later,
bear and giraffe bought two apples and they tasted delicious. They told
baboon and monkey that they should help the man.
The man was so happy because suddenly business was booming. But then
there was a drought and all the animals in the kingdom were starving and
thirsty and they had run out of money. The man decided to give the fruit
and vegetables away for free because he remembered how the animals had
helped him. And so, he saved the animal kingdom from starving to death.
Moral: Sometimes when your dream is coming true, think about others who
have helped you succeed.

Commendable – Regardt van der Riet, Grade 4, Midstream College
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The Adventures of Illusion Confusion
Pink and purple cape blowing in the wind, that heroic pose, who is this you
ask?! It‘s Illusion Confusion. Leaving all the bad guys in the dust, having time
for a victory dance. One ordinary night, I was coming home from gym
practice. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw a little kitten in a cardboard
box. It had a collar on which had a red button. I slowly pressed it, BOOM! I
was speechless. Captain Marvel stood before me. She had a golden ring which
gave me super powers. I became Illusion Confusion. I
heard someone shouting for help. Captain Marvel ran as
fast as lightning but as for me, I was as stiff as a
stick. My life flashed before my eyes. I found I had
super powers. I used my ability to fly and flew to the
crime scene. Captain Marvel took care of the victim
and I tricked the naughty robber using my illusion
powers to create a trick safe. It was a dreadful trap. When he tried to open
it, a net came swooping down over him. We called the South African Police to
fetch her at Standard Bank. We saved the day!
Commendable – Siliziwe Hans, Grade 4, St Mary’s DSG

The Tale of Steward the Tartan Tie
Once upon a time, there lived an average tartan school
tie named Steward. Steward had three sisters – Chloe,
Daniela and Sam. When Steward was 18, the ties of
Tieland and the Irene humans went to war. This was not
a typical war but a ding-dong war. All the humans had to
wear ties so they could be ―ding-donged‖. Steward and his sisters signed up
for the war, but Steward was the clumsiest in the history of ties. His ―dingdongs‖ were never quite right. His sisters passed the ding-dong tests but
Steward failed. There were 5 spots left in the army and 10 recruits. Would
Steward make it? When Steward remembered that his father used to be in
the tartan tie army, he asked for help with his ding-dong technique. His
father taught Steward all he knew and after lots of shouting and sulking,
Steward was ready to fight. Amazingly, Steward came top of his class. And
so, Steward and sisters fought side by side in the war. Sadly Steward was
cut into pieces but he died a noble death fighting Ed Scissorhands. While
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family and all the tartan ties in the world remember Steward‘s clumsiness,
they mostly remember his bravery.
Commendable – Samkelo Tshazibana, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College

Anna Blue Rescues the Moon
There was a girl named Anna who was taking a
stroll in her estate. She saw something in the
pond. She looked and saw something bright
and heard something say, ‗Help! I‘m stuck!‖
Anna took a closer look into the pond a saw
the moon! She asked the moon what had
happened. The moon replied, ―A meteoroid
hit me and made me fall all the way down here to this pond!‖
―I will fetch some ropes from my house.‖ Anna replied and off she went.
The moon waited for a few minutes. Anna returned and tied the ropes around
the moon. She pulled and pulled but the moon did not budge. The moon said,
―Call someone to help you pull me out.‖
Anna called her friend and they pulled and pulled but it only moved a little
bit. Anna then called another five of her friends and they pulled and out
came the moon.
All they had to do now was get the moon back into space before the sun
rises. They went to NASA and asked if there were any rockets available to
use. There were no rockets available until the next month!
Luckily one of Anna‘s friends was an inventor. Her name was Jacey. Jacey
asked Anna and the moon to see if they could find some space juice from
underground. Tracy and the other three friends built a rocket while Anna and
the moon found the space juice.
Anna and her friends teleported themselves to space with the moon tied
behind them. As the moon was reaching out the sun was about to rise so they
quickly flung the moon into orbit. As Anna and her friends were coming back
to earth the moon shouted, ―Thank you for bringing me back!‖
Commendable – Ayesha Rasool, Grade 4, Springvale Primary
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My Super Cat
The day started like normal with Calypso, my cat, curled up on my bed. When
I came back from school, Calypso started attacking me. Then something
peculiar happened, she started levitating! That is when I thought my cat had
SUPER POWERS!
I didn‘t want to tell my parents because I didn‘t want them to freak out.
That night, Calypso cuddled up to me, as I went to sleep. When I woke up she
wasn‘t there. I climbed out of bed and suddenly she appeared in my bed!
Now I started wondering if she really had super powers? But nothing has real
superpowers? It‘s only in movies like the Avengers that anyone has super
powers. So, maybe it was just my imagination?
That afternoon, I was playing tennis on the street when a bright red car
came speeding around the corner and I saw that Calypso ran in front of the
car! I rushed to save Calypso but it was too late!
I closed my eyes and started crying. As I opened my eyes slowly I saw a big
dent in the car and Calypso licking her paws in front of the car. She
definitely has SUPER POWERS!

Commendable – Cuan Coetzee, Grade 4, Cornwall Hill College

Discovery of the Magic Tree
Once a long, long time ago, a very old woman planted purple seeds
the size of a hockey balls on a tiny island beside a huge city. The
beautiful tree took forever to grow, but it was worth it.
Many things were rather unusual about this special tree. It was
humungous and curved all over in plaits, curls, twists and in
swirls. All its leaves were large and looked like a beautiful rainbow. The tree
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was not visible from the enormous city and if you stood on one of the large
leaves and sang a secret song the leaf would hover and then take you on a
wonderful adventure.
Skyler and Angela were going on a school field trip to New York City, and boy
were they excited! Skyler had even made a to do list and topping the list in
neat curvy hand writing were the words ‗Hang gliding over the city of lights‘.
Their first order of business was to take a stroll along Wall Street to see all
the marvellous shops. After the stroll, the girls decided to go to their hotel,
for today they can do whatever they wanted. Their room was beautiful with
two king sized beds and a few artistic pictures of the city and the tiny
neighbouring island hanging on the walls.
After a short nap, they decided to go do their adventurous hang gliding
before it got to dark. The girls hopped into
a yellow taxi and asked the taxi driver to
take them to Gliding over NYC adventure
location. Once there, the girls chose their
brightly coloured hang gliders. Skyler chose
a pretty, patterned pink one and Angela
chose one with green and yellow polka dots.
The girls were transported up the tallest
building in New York, the One World Trade
Center and glided off the tippy top of the
building, soaring over the Big Apple. They
glided over the water towards the tiny
island. There was a gush of wind that
pushed them onto the tiny island.
Unfortunately, the guide plummeted into
the water! The girls had a soft landing on a
large rainbow leaf. They immediately started exploring by jumping from leaf
to leaf until they found an extra-large normal green leaf. On this leaf they
found a hand-written message to sing this song:
Behold the magic tree
Here to bring adventures for you and me
So hold on tight and enjoy the flight
If you want an adventure to be
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Skyler, the more adventurous of the two, started singing and soon Angela
joined in. The leaf started to shimmer then glow. It started lifting and it
hovered with the girls on top of it, and then slowly took off on the promised
adventure …
Winner – Daniella de Vries, Grade 5, Southdowns College

Space Adventures
One early morning in Washington D.C., a mom named Laura was busy saying
her goodbyes to her family, she was leaving on a trip to space. Just like any
other Mom, Laura found herself between a rock and a hard place. Although
being extremely excited, she was also sad to leave her family, as she would
miss them very much. Laura would be travelling with the Captain, David, and
two of her friends, Erik and Conor. As quick as a flash, and it was time for
take-off. All buckled up, ready in 3, 2, 1 and we have LIFT OFF.
In no time they were exiting the atmosphere, where they could see millions
of stars and a few planets. The sun looked so big in comparison to how we see
it from down on earth.
Space was so
beautiful. Suddenly the intercom came on
echoing the voice of David the Captain.
Attention Ladies and Gentlemen, just to
inform you, we are now going into our first
orbit around the earth.
The trip was a SUPER experience, although
like any other long trip, rather tiring. After a
―snack in a pack‖, they were soon ready to
close their eyes, for their very first nap of the trip. They would sleep in bags
and had to swallow their toothpaste, something I think is pretty gross, yuck.
Looking down onto earth, WOW what a magnificent sight. They were nearing
the end of their first orbit. Soon they would be heading home. Laura and
her friends have had loads of fun, and have plenty to share with everyone.
What an awesome Space Adventure this has been and surely something to
never be forgotten.
Commendable – Xane Siebrand, Grade 5, Cornwall Hill College
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What’s Under my Bed?
I was sleeping soundly, dreaming about owning a chocolate factory, when I
was awakened by a petrifying screech and a series of rustles.
My mind suddenly wandered to the topic of what was under my bed. Surely it
was an alien from a foreign country or planet. What it they had come to
invade and their UFO was parked in our backyard? What if it was a monster
that other stories had claimed, that was always lurking underneath people‘s
beds? Could it maybe have a liking for human meat? Could garden gnomes
really come to life and attack people like in the Goosebumps movie? People
from other stories would switch on the light and investigate but I‘m what
people would call a big, fat coward.
I was still wracking my brain to figure
out what in the world was under my
bed. Then, suddenly, there was a
creak from the stairs and the rustling
under my bed grew louder. The
floorboards outside my bedroom door
began to creak. Then a shadow cast
from outside my door. The door was
flung open and a small, hairy figure
ran out from under my bed.
The light was switched on and I was so relieved to see my mom standing at
my bedroom door. I realised that my dog, Charlie was sleeping soundly under
my bed.
Commendable – Anjeli Ramatsui, Grade 5, Southdowns College

The Lonely Giant
There was once a young boy named Timothy who lived in a village on a snowy
mountain. When Timothy was very young he was fascinated by fairy tales of
towering giants who were as tall as skyscrapers.
Timothy believed that giants were real but Timothy‘s friends didn‘t believe in
these magical creatures. They always told Timothy to stop believing in these
huge monstrosities. But Timothy ignored them and one day Timothy decided
to prove that giants really existed.
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It was a sunny day when Timothy woke up. He
felt as energetic as a puppy. Timothy also felt
lonely as his friends had abandoned him
because of his belief in giants. His only friend
was an energetic dog named Thor who had
white fur and sparkling blue eyes. As Timothy
ate his breakfast, he decided to go on a
journey with Thor to find giants.
Timothy thought the best place to find a giant
was to go to a place where he had never been.
Timothy headed north for six weeks until he
found a cave which was unlike any other cave.
This cave was filled with shiny colourful
crystals. As Timothy strode through the entrance of the cave he was blinded
by the bright crystals. Then he heard footsteps as loud as thunder. Out of
the depths of the cave appeared an enormous giant. The giant was eighty
feet tall and had pale and wrinkly skin. Timothy smiled; his mission was
accomplished .Timothy spoke to the giant. The giant told Timothy that he was
lonely. Timothy felt sorry for the giant so he told the giant he could be his
friend. The giant was happy because he had found a friend. So the giant,
Timothy and Thor returned to the village and lived happily ever after, the
moral of this story is that if you are kind to someone, that person might be
your friend.
Commendable – Zilu Wei, Grade 5, Midstream College

The Creepy Curious Chronicle
The night was as dark as a bottomless pit. Emily was sad because it was too
dark to see her shadow. Although there were loads of people at school she
could befriend, her shadow was her best friend. Everybody bullied her at
school because of her shabby clothes and skinny legs. She sat at her antique
typewriter, looking for inspiration for a new book. Her gloomy feeling was
the only feeling she had, so she decided to write a scary story.
Emily still couldn‘t think of anything, so she went downstairs. Nobody was
there, which was strange because her mom usually bakes a cake on Saturdays
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and her dad runs on the treadmill. She went into the garage where she found
no cars. Luckily, Emily wasn‘t frightened of being alone.
Emily‘s parents eventually arrived, looking as cheerful as ever. As Emily
wondered why they were so cheerful, they ushered her into the back seat of
the car and set off again. Suddenly, the car tumbled down something that
seemed to be a hole. It plunged Emily into total darkness. When they hit
the ground, the car seemed to vanish along with Emily‘s parents. She was now
in a dark corridor, lit only by candles. Emily, however, was feeling as happy as
a rainbow as she could see her shadow. Suddenly, though, once again, Emily
was plunged into total darkness. But, unlike the first time, everything didn‘t
get brighter. She looked up and saw…
HERSELF!
―So what do you think?‖ asked Emily.
―I think you did a great job,‖ Emily‘s mother replied.
―You really wrote an amazing story.‖ With those words, Emily‘s mother‘s smile
faded from her face. She said, ―Honey, where are you? Come on, this isn‘t
funny. Come back, please!‖
―I‘m right here!‖ Emily tried to say but
nothing came out. Emily looked around and
realised that she was her mother‘s shadow…
Commendable – Lara Wiehahn,
Grade 5, Midstream College

Candy Land
Far far away there was a world, above the clouds and
above the stars, where not one person had ever been,
until one day…
At the edge of town stood a small village right next to the forest, in the
village lived a young girl that wished for more than just the ordinary world.
This little girl, whose name was Adaline, loved to go for long walks deep into
the forest where there were no sounds except for the birds tweeting in the
trees.
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One day when Adaline went for a walk in the forest she was just about to sit
down and make her wish for a world that was more than just ordinary and
boring. Once Adaline had sat down she started to hear unfamiliar sounds, she
got up and started to walk towards where the sound was coming from.
Adaline followed the sounds until they started getting louder and louder
until, there, right in front of her was something she had never seen before in
her whole entire life with a rainbow centre almost like a portal.
She stood there staring at this rainbow portal, when suddenly out of nowhere
came a strong wind so strong that it knocked Adaline straight off of her feet
and into the portal. Now all she could see was a smudge of colours and then
she fell asleep.
When Adaline awoke, she was amazed at the different things unlike the
surroundings that she was used to. There were dinosaurs and unicorns,
candyfloss clouds, trees that grew lollipops, dragons, rainbow parrots and all
sorts of things. Adaline was in Candy land.
As she looked on Adaline saw a mushroom cottage and another one and, there
were so many, all in different colours. Then fairies started
coming out of the cottages, one fairy started shouting she‘s
back, she's back.
The fairy king and queen came out and couldn‘t believe what
they saw, ―Was her Adaline, the fairy princess back?‖
Commendable – Annie Hooman, Grade 5, Cornwall Hill College

As the Sun Sets
Here comes the rhino, with his huge rare horns,
There goes the cheetah, covered in thorns.
―Bye bye lions have a lovely hunt!‖
―Oh, keep up, Jeff! the one and only runt.
Out comes hyena, with his hysterical laugh,
Oh, how cute the buffalo and her calf.
Up swims the crocodile, with his toothy grin,
Fighting the hippo and her oversized chin.
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Here comes the jackal, with his pitch black back,
There goes the leopard, preparing to attack.
Surely you can see the huge elephant‘s silhouette,
And over there, are monkeys, being as
As the sun sets in the middle of May,
All the animals hope to see another gorgeous day.

cheeky

as

they

Winner – Daniella de Vries, Grade 5, Southdowns College

Future
Future of my life
Silvery, super cars going down the street
Thundering towards me,
Knocking me off my feet.
Super-powered monster trains
Messing with my brains.
Techno fireworks all in a line
No doubt it all looks mighty fine.
No time to stop and think just why,
We look up at smoke,
Instead of a sky.
Commendable – Isa Nanbhai, Grade 5, Reddford House (The Hills)
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Mythical Monsters
The magical Medusa has slippery snakes for hair
Deep in the underworld lays her lair
The monstrous Minotaur is a key for destruction
Even when tried to tame won‘t listen to one instruction.
The horrid Hellhound has the jaws of a shark
With that kind of bite it will definitely leave a mark
The huge Hydra has the body made from nightmares
Armour like scales, only seeing it is a dare.
The scary underworld holds all these monsters
Not one mortal soul has ever been able to survive.
Commendable – Arno Bosch, Grade 5, Reddford House (The Hills)

Rhinos
Rhinos are beautiful, brave and bold
They live up to 30-50 years which is not that old
A rhino is quite a magnificent beast
But boy don't they love to feast
Rhinos are known for always being in a bad mood
But I just think they are poorly misunderstood
Their horns which are made out of keratin
Is seen by poachers as a prized possession
Rhino poaching is a sad reality
But a difference can be made with a change in mentality
So let‘s join hands to save the rhino
For a better today and a brighter tomorrow.
Commendable – Megan Moonsamy, Grade 5, Southdowns College
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The Best Bunny Burrow
Come on, it‘s time to go down that rabbit hole
But be warned, it isn‘t very small.
Down we dive, tumbling along.
For this adventure, your heart needs to be strong.
It needs to be full of pure, pure pleasure
And so full of joy that it‘s hard to measure.
While we are talking, we touch the ground.
Oh! What a beauty we have found!
A feast.
A dinner only we shall feast on, you and me!
This is only the start. The very beginning!
On your left, you‘ll see the flowers are singing.
The moles are the things that you‘ll really adore
Because they dance and they‘re never a bore.
Say hi to Harry Potter
And his horse, Garry Trotter.
The duo can do the finest of spells.
From flying cats to singing bells.
I hope you never see a troll
Come live inside this rabbit hole!

Commendable – Lara Wiehahn, Grade 5, Midstream College
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Button Eyes
Creeping up my spine,
Is the thought of button eyes.
Ragdolls on my sister‘s bed,
With little buttons in their head.
Different sized eyes,
On a magenta bed,
Patches on rags,
Scary looking heads.
I‘m telling you they‘re moving,
I know I‘m being watched,
I sometimes see them smiling,
As if eating butterscotch.

Commendable – Jamila Haeri
Mazanderani, Grade 5, St Mary’s DSG

Solstice
As he lay there, he shivered in the dark. Snow fluttered and
gracefully landed around him as he crouched underneath the
tree above the cliff side. He was terrified. As he lay,
memories raced through his hurt mind as he remembered the
days before in the spring, when his family was still alive. He
whined at the sky. He was scared and alone, and all he wanted
was his family, but they were gone. He slipped back into a memory.
He was there with his family as his mother growled at him to run. He was too
young to fight. He ran away, but stopped at ridge and stared back with tears
in his eyes. His mind crashed. His whole body was telling him to run, but he
couldn‘t as he watched the bears come. His whole family, all five, leaped at
the beast and he watched one by one as they were clawed and left behind.
Turning the snow red, he watched them suffer and bleed to death. He turned
and ran, stumbling. His mind was broken and couldn‘t be healed. His thoughts
were pushed back by fear and misery.
He got pulled back into his present body and sobbed. He jumped at a
movement in a bush, later to learning it was a reddish bird – a robin. He
trudged on, thinking of what he could have done.
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He stared into the darkness and lifted his head slowly to the sky, with the
stars twinkling he whimpered to them, for a family, a friend, anyone. They
just stayed there, twinkling. Tears streamed down his face. He howled for
someone to comfort him and to be there for him. There was no reply and he
clenched his teeth, knowing that no one was going to come for him. He had to
survive alone. His whole body felt cold, sore and dark, like a nightmare
awakening from the darkest depths of the universe.
Inside the darkness he could feel something. Held back by chains. It was
crying to be let free. He let his mind wander further and inspect this thing.
It pleaded and strained. At last he opened it up and let it go. It dissolved
into black dust and a golden light came from inside, and even in his physical
form he winced from the light. It dissipated all his darkness, and destroyed
his negative thoughts of doubt and loneliness.
He knew that these thoughts were his, but he didn‘t even know he had them.
These were his dreams, his creativity, his love and passion, everything that
made him, him. He didn‘t know who he was before, but now he knew.
He was Solstice, The Lone Wolf.

Winner – Joss van der Merwe, Grade 6, St Mary’s DSG
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Hayley the Horse-Whisperer
―It‘s finally Pony Cub,‖ Hayley said to
her best friend as she arrived. Pony
Club was her favourite time, a whole
day with her favourite horse, Storm.
Hayley thought back to the day she
first came to Hopeful Horses and saw
the grey mare, Storm. ―Pure bliss, did
you hear that there‘s a new horse
arriving today?‖ Megan asked her.
Just then a horse came bolting straight for Hayley. The horse was loose
besides for a halter with a lead rope. She knew how dangerous that dangling
lead rope was. Hayley immediately took action and spread her arms wide,
stopping him right in front of her. She reached out for the lead rope and led
him towards an empty stable. Vicki, her instructor, walked up to her said well
done. She said his name is Dantè. He has a dark brown coat with a creamy
mane and tail and a heart like gold, if he likes you, because if he doesn‘t, he
can be very naughty, he even broke free of Vicki‘s grip.
―Maybe you can ride him today,‖ Vicki said as she sorted Dantè out.
―Really?‖ Hayley was shocked.
―Yeah, he seems to like you,‖ she replied.
As Hayley rode Dantè into the dressage arena she warmed up, then he was
doing hard things like shoulder in and leg yield they are great together.
After that Vicki set up a few low jumps to start with and they sailed over
and Vicki kept on putting it higher, until it was a meter! When Hayley was
untacking Dantè and brushing him down Vicki said that it was a shame that
one of her best term-time helpers had quit. I was too nervous to ask but I
didn‘t have to, she asked if I could work during the term because Dantè will
need regular exercise and I‘m the only one who he lets on my back. ―I‘m so
lucky that Dantè likes me,‖ I said to Vicki.
―I don‘t think its luck, Hayley.‖ Vicki replied. ‖There was a lady here the
other day and when she called me over and asked who you were she said that
you had a gift, you can basically communicate with horses.‖
―Wow!‖ Hayley exclaimed.
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So Hayley has competed with Dantè and gone to nationals, the Junior
Olympics and in 2 years are hoping to go to the Olympics with 1.5 meter
jumping and level 7 dressage.

Commendable – Kelly Fletcher, Grade 6, Cornwall Hill College

Times End
June 2nd, 1920, 6:30.
I woke up this morning by the sound of birds chirping, announcing the
beginning of a new day, and a new chapter in my life.
It was 6:30! Oh no! Late for school again!
My teacher said: ―One more late slip and you will be expelled, Young Lady‖.
In my defence, I told her that I am an inventor, and that I am working on my
projects till late every evening, and that I am building a Time Travelling
Machine!
I know she doesn‘t like me, her facial expression said it all! She thinks that I
am a dreamer with no ambition, but I am about to prove the whole world
wrong!
June 3rd, 1920.
I couldn‘t wake up in time for school again, so
I didn't even bother going.
You are probably wondering what my name is.
My name is Carly Parker. I live alone with my
two doggies, Coco and Lacey.
About 13 years ago, I started my school
career at Bluesky College. Luckily for me,
learning new things came easy to me, but it
was my vivid imagination that made me want to
invent things!
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Time and Time Travel has always been my favourite topic to investigate.
Why? Well, I guess it‘s because my mom always said..
‖One can never, ever turn back the clock‖.
June 4th, 1920
I slept in this morning, and I really wish that I could make time stand still!
10:00 am will be a defining moment! I was going to test my Time Machine!! I
did not know for sure that it will work so I took a date that was not too far
into the future.
I got into my Time Machine with my heart pounding in my chest! Destination:
Bluesky College, 2000.
Unknown, Future Date…
With the speed of lightning and in a very bright light, I was shot into the
future.
There, in front of me, was someone looking the same as me, only older. I was
in Bluesky College‘s Library, and there was a big pile of books next to me, all
written by me, Professor Parker.
I was so happy to see that I had become a
successful inventor! But before I could lay my
hands on one of my books, my time capsule shot
me back to the date that I came from!!
Oh no! What was my big invention? Could it have
been my Time Machine?
Well, I guess only time will tell…
Commendable – Charmonix du Toit, Grade 6, Cornwall Hill College

Aviery’s Hero Story
Once upon a time in a land far away there lived a girl named Aviery. She lived
a normal life where she went to school, had a family and played with her
friends.
Aviery was a planner, she would work out how every aspect of her life would
turn out but the one thing she couldn‘t plan had happened three years ago.
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When she was ten years old she met her best friend Jane. Jane was a rather
strange girl, she insisted on wearing the boys school uniform, she tied her
hair with a wire and walked on her hands instead of her feet.
One day the two of them were walking home from school together when they
saw a shadow on the ground but there was nobody standing near them. They
convinced themselves that they were seeing things but this shadow kept on
following them. Eventually they reached Jane‘s house so they said their
goodbyes and Aviery walked on alone. Well, she thought she was alone. She
saw her pencils lifting out of her bag and a black hand taking them. She was
so terrified that she couldn‘t even move. After a few minutes she saw her
feet leave the ground, but this strange creature didn‘t stop there it just
kept on lifting her and lifting her until everything below her was just tiny
dots. Soon Aviery couldn‘t even see the ground below her. Suddenly she
started falling back towards the ground. The ground was getting closer and
she didn‘t know what to do so she just closed her eyes and hoped that some
miracle would save her.
Suddenly she heard a deep voice that said ―Aviery you are the chosen one,
you have been given special abilities that allow you to fly, to be invisible and
to run faster than the speed of light. So now you must choose if you would
like to keep your abilities and save the universe, or if you would like to carry
on with your life as normal.‖ She was so confused, this was all happening so
quickly, luckily she decided to accept the offer. She was lowered to the
ground where she met the creature who had spoken to her. He was rather
funny looking with green skin, purple eyes, and feet where his hands should
be. He showed her how to use her abilities and he took her away from her
home planet to save the universe.

Commendable – Madison Kranz, Grade 6, Cornwall Hill College
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The Boastful Lion
Once upon a time, in a forest,
there lived a lion who was rather
vain and liked boasting. The same
forest was home to a smart, kind,
caring and serious tortoise. One
day in class, the teacher, Mr
Simpson announced, ―You are
writing a Math test in two days
time. Make sure you study.‖
―I
don‘t
need
to
study!‖
exclaimed the boastful lion at
the back of the class. ―I will get full marks.‖
―That‘s quite enough, Lion. Everybody can get full marks as long as they
study.‖
Tortoise kept quiet, he knew very well that only hard work would deliver
results.
―I will be giving a whopper bag of sweets to the student with the highest
mark,‖ added Mr Simpson slowly.
Then the bell rang, it was time to go home. Everyone stormed out of class,
hardly noticing Mr. Simpson turning into a pancake.
Lion lived right next to Tortoise. Tortoise could see everything Lion did just
by looking through his always polished window. That afternoon, Tortoise saw
the boastful Lion playing video games instead of studying for his test.
―I would stop playing video games if I were you, why don‘t you start
studying?‖ Tortoise called through his window. Tortoise was kind and caring
to everyone, he would give only the best advice he could to help.
―I shall study tomorrow, I‘ve got plenty of time, Tortoise!‖ Lion screamed
back, not to be rude, but to be heard.
―If that‘s what you say, Lion. You‘ll regret it, ―Tortoise replied kindly.
The next morning at school, Lion strolled in all relaxed and sat down like all
the others.
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―Good morning class‖, greeted Mr Simpson. ―I hope you‘ve started studying,
tomorrow‘s test is going to be a killer.‖
Lion‘s boastful smile looked as if it had been washed away by the waves and
disappeared. How horrible he must have felt. Lion said to himself, ―If only I
didn‘t buy that stupid game, if only I had listened to Tortoise. I‘m going to
fail tomorrow‘s test.‖
Tortoise could see Lion looked very uneasy but tried to hide it. Tortoise had
incredible mind-reading skills. At recess Tortoise went to Lion and comforted
him. Lion was so grateful he gave Tortoise a huge hug that nearly cracked his
shell! Lion thanked Tortoise for the advice he had given him. That very
afternoon Tortoise saw Lion studying his hair off. Correction. Tortoise saw
Lion studying his mane off. Tortoise was proud.
At school the next day, Lion walked into class, quietly sat down and was super
confident but didn‘t show it at all. The test started. Lion found it quite hard
but managed to finish the test in time. Tortoise, on the other hand, raced
through the test and finished before anyone else in the class. He found it
super easy. The class handed in the assessments and the results were finally
in.
―And the student with the highest score is… Tortoise!‖ announced Mr.
Simpson. There was an explosion of applause. The classroom was full of joy.
Even Lion went to congratulate Tortoise. Tortoise received his whopper bag
of sweets and – as I said earlier: he was kind and caring – he shared his
whopper sweets with the class. Everyone cheered. From then on, Lion always
studied first and then played video games.
So, remember fellow readers – always work before play.

Commendable – Sze-Wei Lee, Grade 6, Lynnwood Ridge Primary
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The Tree
I began.
A mere seed
planted in the Earth.
Soon to play a big role in life
Not even knowing my true worth.
Then my roots began to grow,
I started to establish my base.
My stem, still growing taller,
My leaves, as soft as lace.
Now beautifully grown
Proudly, I stand tall.
My leaves, through all seasons green
Summer, Winter, Spring and Fall
Even when the cold is hard,
To the critters, I am a host.
And in Summer, when I give shade
That I enjoy the most
And in Spring, I bear the fruit,
That the humans come to take.
They fill their baskets and walk away.
Use my fruits to boil and bake.
I am at peace with humans
If they just leave me be.
The forest is quiet and peaceful,
I am a happy tree.
What is that I hear rumbling?
Shaking all the peace,
The animals started to shiver,
The beauty is about to cease.
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It is a man, tall and proud.
He comes striding through the wood
In his hands are jagged metal blades
It doesn‘t look too good.
With one great swing, he hits my bark
The metal cold, hard and sharp.
Then he chops and hacks some more.
And as I fall, I want to ask
―What is this all for?‖
So here is where I end my life
Lying on the floor.
Commendable – Imani Ravhuhali, Grade 6, Southdowns College

This is Me
When I wake up in the morning,
What do I see?
The perfectly imperfect,
One and only Me!
People are quick to judge
So quick to criticize
Hiding the truth
By telling lies!
Because I am perfect
From head to toe
And I mustn‘t be ashamed,
Everyone can know!
The people who embrace me,
Are my true friends.
And the false ones
Are the ones who pretend.
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Mean words won‘t bring me down,
No, I won‘t fall.
When others hit the ground,
I‘ll rise above it all.
Yes, I make mistakes
But I‘ll do whatever it takes
To put right what I‗ve caused,
To fix all my flaws.
But…
This is me,
You better believe it!
Make up your mind,
Take it or leave it!
Commendable – Renate Maré, Grade 6, Midstream College

Into the Deep
Flash!
The world was covered in water,
As quick as a hare, this led to immediate slaughter.
This happened so fast, destruction in the air,
Death, panic, everywhere!
Flash!
The water was red with blood,
When the miraculous black water crashed, ‗Thud!‘
All that destruction, the bruises and cuts,
All of this, and for what?
Flash!
The water washes the waves away,
All of that happened just in a day.
When all is done, springs new hope,
‗Will it come back? Definitely, nope!‖
Commendable – Diyav Moodley, Grade 6, Midstream Ridge
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The Sunset Burden
All of your sins, all of your kind deeds are watched by me.
I know all there is to know about you and all there is to see.
I watch your each and every step; I feel your movements on the ground.
My job is to watch you everyday, what else can I do? I am Earthbound.
Moans, screams, shouts and cries
I‘ve watched you do that with my own black eyes
All your mistakes, burdens, regrets and crimes,
I‘ve seen every single one of them, multiple times.
All the laughter, happiness and joy that you spread,
Every good and bad thing that you have ever said.
I‘ve stalked your life and watched you grow,
Every secret you keep, I most certainly know.
I am your sunset burden, the shadow that likes to follow.
I was there the whole time when you felt sad and hollow.
My hobby is to pursue you wherever you go,
But you never acknowledge me or even say,‖Hello‖.
I can be a dream or your biggest nightmare.
I am very judgmental and like to stare and glare.
To hide from me you can try,
But all of your wrong doings you can never deny.

Commendable – Jenhara Rooplall, Grade 6, Southdowns College
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I Feel…
I ask myself how do I feel,
About the things around me that are present and real.
Of people that are doing great things,
And have given themselves extraordinary wings.
Of good and bad and everything in between,
And of the people that are keen
To help people who are poor and in need,
But to shame the rich that are full of greed.
I ask myself how do I feel,
About parents raising children in uncomfortable homes,
Where violence is regular,
And children are frightened,
Even when they are entitled,
To a good education and home.
Of good and bad and everything in between,
Of bullies being mean,
And not considering others,
While they tease and mock their mothers.
I ask myself what can I do?
I can save the needy and help the poor,
I can block out bullies and help my friends,
And contribute to society and make amends.

Commendable – Jenna Robertson, Grade 6, Cornwall Hill College
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Who are You?
A young fellow just like me,
Dark and rough skin,
Tall and handsome.
Short hair and messy eyebrows,
Big lips and a stubby, short nose.
Boney ,nailless fingers.
Your body untouched by physical injuries.
With dark eyes, it feels like I‘m staring into nothing.
A soul too old for its body.
Was there somebody before you?
Somebody trapped inside you.
Who are you?
I ask this one question,
But you give no answer,
Is it a question for another day,
Or a question I‘m not supposed to know the answer to?
You seem so eager to answer,
But your face is bland, showing no emotion.
You‘re indeed very strange,
But I‘ll wait;
Wait until you answer me.
But I do fear this day may never come.
And I will never really know who you are.

Commendable – Amu Madungandaba, Grade 6, Southdowns College
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Blossoming Shadows
It silently blossomed, shrouded in mist,
Enclosed in the dark Night‘s poisonous grasp.
A shake of the head, a flick of the wrist,
Leaving all in an unbelieving gasp.
Shadow is cast on a river of stones,
The trees are all burnt, the embers are dead.
It casts its curse upon the rotting bones,
Encasing the land in a robe of dread.
It stalked in the shadows, taker of life,
Reeking of burning, red, blistering flesh.
The bringer of tears, the weeping of wife,
A weak, frail man upon his bed shall thresh.
Come day his eyes are glazed, lungs without breath,
And the cause - a nightmare that lead to death.

Winner – Caitlin Cameron, Grade 7, Cornwall Hill College
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When Death Comes for Me
I sit in my room,
Curled up in a ball.
I can hear the screams,
Coming from down the hall.
I am shaking, crying,
Unable to breathe.
I cry so much,
I am unable to see.
I hear a squeak.
I see a light.
I heard my heart beating,
I got such a fright.
I see a shadow,
It‘s coming closer.
I'm shaking so much.
I try to cover myself with a poster.
The shadow pulls the poster.
I feel the cuts.
I try to run,
But the door shuts.
I hear a bang.
I feel the pain.
I see a gang,
The going insane.
I cry and cry,
As the room gets darker.
I realise I'm going to die.
Death is getting closer.
I take my last breath
I fall asleep.
I guess this is the end,
Just for me.

Commendable – Emma Gradidge, Grade 7, Reddford House (The Hills)
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Them
As the days go by
And the years run out
Pleasing people is a priority
Without a doubt
Disappointing and failing
Never being enough
As long as they are happy
Your life will be rough
It‘s never about what I want
It‘s never about my needs
Because I will be fine
As long as they acknowledge me
Being the best
Is not always the best
Please the teachers, parents, peers
Mental exhaustion isn‘t a threat!
Can I finally make a decision
Specifically for my vision
At long last
Can I be considered unsurpassed?
Can my heart continue beating
Without a dozen people meeting
To discuss me
Without my presence
Can my eyes continue blinking
Without a single human thinking
About my next few resolutions
And how to improve my contributions
So one day, when it‘s all over,
Can I possibly sleep
Without infinite mortals
Telling me what I have to be?
Commendable – Hadia Emmambux, Grade 7, St Mary’s DSG
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FEAR
Our biggest enemy
The word itself gives a shiver
It loves to triumph; to be the winner
It‘s an everlasting trap, waiting for its prey
It‘s a thought that leads to destruction, there to stay
A thief of the mind, lurking amongst us
Hidden in our thoughts, words and out ruining lives
Waiting for you to call it, infecting our minds
It's our worst nightmare hidden in broad daylight
Trying its best to stay with all its might
But yes! You can stop it
It can be defeated
Ignore it and it‘ll go away, provoke it and you‘ll feed it.

Commendable – Opal Lutwana, Grade 7, St Mary’s DSG

The Source of Life
The water clearer than a crystal glass,
As it flows away from its glacial past.
The sharp, icy water rushes over the sand
Through banks so green it splits the land
Yet there's nothing more tranquil than its soft purr
Full of love for all who wish for its worth
This is the place where the trees grow tall
The plants strong, the animals pure.
This is what all life needs.
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Yet what we do, shows no thanks
We have turned these sources of life into sewers of death
Filled with dread and lifeless breath
The animals die from our terrible hands
As we slaughter unknowingly and kill, without mercy.
We are all accountable, each a partner in crime
For this slaughterhouse planet we all call Earth
Once a haven for all kinds of life
Now sent straight to their afterlife
Yet strangely few know of this mass killing
But don't we all know when one of ours is only just living...
We all know the pain, the suffering, the agony,
Yet we care not for other beings who we know feel the same?
This is the world we live in today, there's ways to fix it,
But is it too late?

Commendable – Joshua Andrews, Grade 7, Cornwall Hill College
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Message to Mom
Pen, paper, here I go
Writing my letter and quickly so
As quick as a flash, I seal it real tight
And send it away, my timing is right
Off it goes as the journey begins
Skrrt, the bike comes to a halt and the letter springs
Soon its being shipped off on a boat
Sailing past castles surrounded by moats
The letter is a tourist on a cruise it seems
Past Paris and France and Italy it streams
It finally stops at a harbour and waits
Then stomping sailors stuff it in a crate
And so the letter brought safe in bright red
Unseal it, unwrap it and here‘s what it said:
―Mom, what‘s for dinner?‖
Commendable – Sedibana Ngoasheng, Grade 7, Midstream Ridge

I See Humans, but No Humanity
Do you ever just sit and wonder?
Who you were before the world told you who you had to be?
That is my deepest thought that I sit and ponder.
When you look in the mirror, what do you see?
Somebody brave, strong and perfect.
Or somebody repentant and ashamed.
Because they are frightened that they just aren‘t worth it.
Why can‘t we just be proud of the way we were made?
Body shaming is ripping people apart.
Too fat, too lean, too round.
Making people feel empty at heart.
In you, beauty must be found!
Doesn‘t matter if you have a mark or a scar.
You should know you are beautiful just the way you are!
Commendable – Ntee Puling, Grade 7, Midstream College
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The Quiet Student
He walks with his head down
With no sign of emotion, not even a frown
Always so silent, never dares to say a word
Most people label him as a ―nerd‖
There he sits in the corner all alone
As still as a stone
With a face full of sorrow
It may seem like he thinks there is no tomorrow
With a straight posture and his feet flat on the floor
No teacher could ask for more
I wonder what it would be like to experience his day
Such a life spent, may cause me dismay
He is that person we all pass,
The quiet student in class.
Commendable – Tehya Naidoo, Grade 7, Midstream College

Acrostic Poem: SOUTHDOWNS
Southdowns Prep has many teachers:
Outrageous and pretty loud speakers
Unusual hairstyles, clothes, shoes and all
Their classrooms feel like a stuffy hall
Hundreds of bright coloured pens they own
Dark markers? The number is unknown
On the way to class, they ponder, frown and think
Waving about their hands and giving a wink
Never too many teachers for our school
Southdowns College teachers are always cool!

Commendable – Hannah Pye, Grade 7, Southdowns Preparatory School
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Peer Pressure
Peer pressure, where is my freedom of joy
right of opinion and feeling of love?
You‘ve got me crying in my room
waiting for the world to go 'BOOM!
Peer pressure. Stop holding me back!
My mind is running wild, it's uncontrollable.
'Why are you pressuring me?
Why won‘t you let me be?
Peer pressure, you've got me on my knees begging,
searching for my needs.
Is it me or my insecurity?
Help! I'm losing my identity!
Peer pressure, I am going to find my freedom of joy,
right of opinion and feeling of love.
I'm never going to let you control me!
I am going to be who I want to be!

Commendable – Nsovo Manganyi,
Grade 7, Assumption Convent School
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Don't Judge a Book by its Cover: Peer Pressure
Do you feel strong because you think I'm weak?
Do you feel pleasure hurting a broken freak?
You don't like me because I'm not like you.
Is my being different affecting you?
Do you love me all the same?
Because I can see I'm being lame.
Don't judge a book by its cover.
It‘s almost like judging a clover.
Everything is like a curse.
And it's becoming worse.
Do you think I'm falling for your trick?
It's like falling in a comic.
I might be hurt by what you say.
But I get better day by day.
Life does not revolve around you.
That's why I don't pay attention to you.
Commendable – Olerato Mamogale, Grade 7,
Assumption Convent School

Do You Ever?
Do you ever feel like there‘s no one to talk to?
Or to share your thoughts with ?
Or to listen to you when your world seems upside down ?
Do you ever feel like there‘s no one to hold you ?
To be there for you when you‘re about to shatter
into a thousand tiny pieces …
Or to be your shoulder to cry on when things go wrong
Do you ever feel like you‘re invisible ?
Like no one cares about your existence…
Like you‘re just a nobody !
Do you ever feel like you need to run away?
Escape from everything …
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And start anew
Do you ever feel like you need to end it all?
So that you don‘t have to feel the unbearable pain anymore.
Or so that you don‘t have to cry yourself to sleep anymore?
What if you ended it all?
Would anyone even notice that you‘re gone?
Would they even care at all?
Or would your memory just fade away into the
―nothingness that you feel right now?

Commendable – Kimaya Naidoo, Grade 7, Springvale Primary

The Candle’s Flame
The curtains were drawn tightly shut, their floral patterns
obscured by a layer of dust that seemed to have settled inside
the fabric itself. A candle was flickering lazily upon the stained
oak table, the grimy scratches and dents on its wood credited
to many years of use. The air in the room was thick and musty
and ominous shadows danced upon the walls. Yellowed papers bearing notes
and stories, memories and hopes, lay scattered upon the floor. Hundreds of
books lined the walls, whilst others littered the threadbare carpet, their
pages torn or folded, their mysteries lost as their ink faded into their pages.
A clock ticked aimlessly, filling the room with its steady rhythm.
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Suddenly, the candle‘s flame wavered as the floorboards in the upstairs room
groaned and slow, heavy footsteps fell upon the stairs. The man stumbled
into the room, his breath wheezing, one hand gripping the wall, the other a
bent cane. He stood there, unmoving, as he tried to regain his breath and
summon the strength to walk again. He looked up, his grey eyes strained and
clouded with memories trapped there, and he shuffled painfully forward, one
foot dragging lamely behind him, before falling down onto an old recliner, its
leather torn and scratched.
He closed his eyes, his pain reflected in the creases of his frowning brow and
the irregular rising and falling of his chest. When he opened his eyes again,
he leaned slowly forward, grasping from the floor one of the many pages
scattered about. Curiosity slowly lit his face as he recognised his own
handwriting, and he slowly read the words aloud, trying to remember what
they meant, the picture he had tried to create.
―Her face shines brighter than the sun as it kisses the clouds of the heavens.
Her eyes are brighter than the light glinting off of the waves, and just as
blue. Her hair, softer than the finest silk, is wrapped around her shoulders,
and her lips are pulled in a warm, welcome smile. She is the finest treasure I
have found on my travels. She is an angel sent to me. She is the only one I
will ever truly love.‖
The pain that leapt at him was sudden, slamming into his chest, threatening
to drown him where he sat. As his eyes flooded with tears, he looked down at
his clenched left hand, still bearing a single silver ring. A fresh wave of
longing hit him and he found
himself unable to breath. A sharp
pain burnt in his chest, the agony
coming strong and fast. He knew
he could either fight it, and live to
suffer through yet another day, or
he could simply let go, and fall into
the welcoming arms of his beloved.
The candle flame sputtered as he
slowly closed his eyes, for what reason did he have to go on, when he was just
an old man with no will to carry the burden of life alone.
Winner – Caitlin Cameron, Grade 7, Cornwall Hill College
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Lights Out!
What a lovely day it has been! Let‘s see I am still alive, still have my cell
phone and Wi-Fi connection, and we still have electricity. Life is good, nothing
could go wrong!
When I came back home from school Mom and Dad were preparing
themselves for something formal. ―Nora darling, Dad and I are going out for
a business meeting,‖ said Mom. ―Is it fine to leave you with Selena?‖ asked
Dad. Selena is our trustful helper. ‗Sure, no problem at all,‘ I replied.
I was at home with Selena. She was watching some kind of episode on the
television, while I was in my room on my phone just chatting to my friends. I
was heading to the kitchen to make myself a
sandwich, then GOOM! The lights went off, then,
suddenly Selena started to scream. We then both
went outside to confirm if it was only our household
with no power, but no. It was the whole
neighbourhood. Selena decided to use the solar
light but I instead decided to use the torch on my
phone for some light.
The network and Wi-Fi connection was off because
there was no power. I started reading through old chats. After an hour
Selena came to let me know that she was going home because her shift was
over. I didn‘t have a problem with that because surprisingly I enjoyed reading
through old texts. I could feel the hunger but I was distracted by the
interesting chats. After five minutes my phone‘s battery was critically low.
My heart started to pound in fear because it was my only light source and
entertainment. I quickly went to the kitchen to get a candle and a lighter. I
had to cross my fingers because finding a candle in a huge house, in the dark,
in 2019, seemed impossible. To my surprise I found a candle in the top right
cupboard, but it was very small.
I was sitting on my bed with the candle lit up on my side table. It was so
quiet that I could hear every sound from the light breeze outside to the
footsteps coming from two kilometres away. People usually sleep at times like
these but I couldn‘t. My head was full of different thoughts like, ‗what if
robbers come to steal?‘ I thought. Yes, I know it sounds surprising. All I can
say is that I was super SCARED and very HUNGRY.
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A car was slowly approaching the house. Now, I
was TERRIFIED! I couldn‘t see the driver
clearly because I was looking out from the
window. Then someone opened the main door to
enter. It was Mom and Dad! I immediately ran
to them to give them a big hug of relief. A few
minutes after they had arrived the power came back. What a great
coincidence!
Now, I could calmly chat on my phone while watching television and eating
delicious food.
I‘m recovering the lost time because of LOAD SHEDDING.
Commendable – O’Funa Mufhandu, Grade 7, Lynnwood Ridge Primary

Blue Lagoon
Saturday, Seven February 2002. Steve, John and Fred had decided to pursue
the mystery that was the blue lagoon. What makes it so special, what makes
it so scary? Their interest over-took their fear, so they packed up their
equipment for any eventuality and departed for the island.
Coming through the forest, upon the lagoon, the three friends were
wandering if this was a good idea at all. Arriving in a clearing, they stared
down upon the water – deep blue, scary and dark, as if something from a bad
dream, an unknown monster, mechanical and evil. Despite the ominous setting,
their curiosity of dark waters got the better of them. Knowing they had the
right gear with him, John decided to throw caution to the wind and plunge
into the icy water.
Not to be left out, Steve dived in after him. Almost as soon as his body hit
the water, Fred saw a movement out of the corner of his eye and screamed!
Before John could even turn to see what was wrong, Steve was dragged
under the water. He came up, gasping for air, screaming for help but was
suddenly dragged under again. John, terrified, swam with powerful strokes
towards the shore and raced out of the water.
That night John and Fred sat together, staring into a fire and relived the
terrors of the day. They decided that they had to find out what happened to
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Steve, determined to find out the next day, they slept badly next to the
fire.
Approaching the lagoon in the early morning, Fred and John were still
terrified by the happenings of the day before. However, the reflective water
was like a moth to the flame and they
could not stay away. This time, Fred
decided it was him who would plunge into
the deep, dark waters. This time nothing
seemed to happen. The water was still
and calm. So Fred decided to dive
beneath the surface to see if he could
find anything else. The water seemed as
quiet underneath as it was on top.
Suddenly, something grabbed him by the
foot, dragged him deeper downwards while he felt his flesh ripping. He
managed to turn around and saw what this monster was. The last thing he saw
before blacking out was teeth, claws and fins.
John had no idea of what had happened beneath the surface, all he saw was a
red cloud drifting in the currents. Too scared to stay, John turned and
dashed for his only hope – protection in the forest. Just before reaching the
tree line, he turned around and there it was…
Commendable – Aiden van der Westhuizen,
Grade 7, Waterkloof House Preparatory School

Underground
Darkness.
Silence.
The smell of burned grass drifted through the air.
As I regained my senses I could hear only the sound of muffled voices and
the faint cries and sobs of my fellow students.
I was too terrified to even make a sound, all I could think about was where
my father was and if he was even still alive…
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Earlier that day:
―Paige Homestead, come downstairs this instant,‖ called Abigail; my
caretaker; from downstairs. ―You are going to be late!‖
I was staring away at a picture of my father and I. He was fighting in the
army and I was very proud of him.
―For goodness sake Paige, the bus is here!‖ Abigail called again. So with a
heavy heart I placed the photo frame back on my dresser and went
downstairs. I was not in the mood to go to school today, I don‘t know what it
was but I had an odd feeling.
I went through the day, every minute going by at the pace of an hour.
Strangely enough my odd feeling grew stronger as the day passed, but
nothing had happened, at least not until physics.
I was staring out of the window in yet another physics class, trying to make
the time pass. I often drift off like this, it's not because I‘m not interested,
it‘s because my mind is elsewhere.
―Now children I need you to stay calm,‖ said the physics teacher. She
sounded calm, but I could tell that she wasn‘t by the look in her eyes - it was
more like worry.
It was strange that she said this, since the alarm hadn‘t gone off. ―We need
to make our way to the basement as swiftly and quietly as possible,‖ she
proceeded to say. Then suddenly her voice was drowned by the deafening
screams of the alarm.
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I had a feeling about what had happened. People from my town, tried to keep
it normal by doing normal things such as going to school. This wasn't too
difficult as the war was in the North. For me however things weren‘t so
normal, everyday that passed, not hearing from my father was a serious
reality check. The truth of living in the shadow of war with constant threats
of attacks in this area and rumours of nuclear weapons, was horrible.
We proceeded to the basement, not really knowing what had happened, not
knowing how long we‘d be there.
As we gathered in the basement the principal announced that this wasn‘t a
drill and that we‘d have to stay put until the all clear sounded.
So I sat in silence, the worry and fear flowing through me like an electric
current. Not knowing what to do, I slowly drifted off to sleep. My father in
my mind, all I wanted was for him to come back and hug me, however, I knew
that was not happening anytime soon...
The smell of burnt grass drifted through the air.
Silence.
Darkness.
Commendable – Nina Pretorius, Grade 7, Cornwall Hill College

Blown Away
A strange, hollow silence had fallen
over the valley below, its meadows
lay hidden, lost to the sun and life
they once knew. The frost lay
glittering, each blade of faded grass
like a knife, glistening, threatening.
The trees were bare, their trunks
scarred, their gnarled branches
leafless. The light of the sun, pale
and weak, could not soothe the blossoming cold that now wrapped the land in
an icy robe.
This season did not know of the heat of the licking, red flame, nor the
radiating beams of sunlight as it filtered through emerald green leaves,
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tickled by the summer breeze. It did not know of the beauty of merry
birdsong in the eaves, nor the quiet, determined trickling of the crystal
waters of a brook. It knew not of the heady scent of blooming buds, nor the
frenzied humming of bees as they darted across the landscape. Many things
were unknown to it, as it lay cold and bare beneath the weak, pitiful sun, and
yet, in its silence, it too knew of beauty.
It knew the beauty of peaceful silence that brought with it an air of
contemplation and knowledge, as an elder would to a tribe. It knew of the
beauty of glistening ice, glittering like stars in a distant galaxy. It knew the
beauty of trees in their most vulnerable state, leafless, stripped bare and
yet more beautiful for the wisdom engraved upon their wood. It knew the
beautiful song of crackling leaves as small, seeking creatures tread upon the
forest floor. It knew of many endings, such as the withering of delicate
leaves, but also of new beginnings.
It knew of the growth of the first tender buds, fresh and innocent. It knew
of the gentle stirring of creatures, their limbs stiff after their long slumber.
It knew of the gentle warming of the sun‘s rays and the tentative sprouting
of new, fresh leaves on the branches of the once lifeless trees. It knew of
the beauty that comes with early Spring, the new waves of life that gently
start to grow, and the soft hush that follows Autumn, plunging the world into
a sudden, hollow silence.
But as the sun‘s rays mature into a
steady, radiating heat and the
buds begin to blossom and the
leaves envelope the once-barren
trees, it slowly fades from the
world, soon to be removed without
a trace. It will linger for as long as
it can, until that day when the
youngest of birds begin to call,
awake and eager to fly, the
cloudless sky is blue, and blown
away by the whistling wind, is the
quiet sound of Winter‘s lonely voice.
Commendable – Caitlin Cameron, Grade 7, Cornwall Hill College
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Fish Out of Water
There was once an enormous pond filled with all sorts of fish. All of the fish
were good friends as they had known each other since birth. They all got
along and were playful and kind to everyone, except for one fish in particular.
This fish was different, special, out of place, but those were not the words
that the other fish used to describe him. Each day they said to him, ―You are
the most hideous fish I have ever seen!‖ This was all because he looked
different. His fins were bright crimson, his head was electric blue and his
body was full of pinks, greens and yellows.
One day, he had had enough. ―This needs to
end,‖ he thought, ―I‘ll show them! I‘ll show
them my talents and make them eat their
words!‖ Later that day he announced to all of
the fish in the pond, ―Listen up! I am going to
prove to you all… that I am magical!‖ The fish
scoffed and said, ―Try as hard as you want, there is nothing magical about
you!‖ Then he did something crazy. He swam as fast as he could… and sprung
out of the water, up into the air and back on land! The fish gasped. To
everyone‘s amazement, he was alive! He stood up on his hind fins, smiled and
took a bow.
From there on, nobody bullied that special fish. He was appreciated, praised
and complimented wherever he went. He was a miracle, a phenomenon, he was
a fish out of water.
Commendable – Lara Scholtz, Grade 7, Southdowns Preparatory School

My Flying Catastrophe
I hear the distinct BOOM of the deadly volcano erupting. I silently watch
the burning lava spray out of the crater like blood pouring from a fresh cut,
while an eerie light scatters itself across the rugged mountain top. I taste
the harsh, pitch black ash that is stuck in my throat like a burnt piece of
wood. The explosion sounds like thousands of angry, bellowing men, shouting
amongst themselves. I feel my heart pounding in my chest like a cage-bird
willing to break free from its strong and ungiving cage. The scorching lava
gives off a sudden blow of heated air that horrifyingly singed the bare skin
of my face. I feel the warm and somewhat comforting hand of my closest
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friend, Tessa, wrap around my arm and before I
know it we are running as hard as we can away
from the angry lava lamp...
Until a large rock flew out of the beast‘s mouth
and pounded my dear friend‘s head. Excruciating
pain, exhaustion and adrenaline overwhelmed me
as I hauled Tessa across the uneven earth. I
couldn‘t wait any longer for the ambulance to
arrive. Would Tessa be alright? Thankfully, the wailing of sirens could be
heard. Soon enough the flashing red lights of the ambulance blinded me as
Tessa and I were lifted into the back of the vehicle.
I woke with a start and the events of the previous day flooded my memory.
My injuries were minimal, but Tessa was nowhere to be seen. I tried calling
out her name but all I managed was a pathetic little croak. The doctors came
rushing in and calmly explained that Tessa was in a coma. I demanded to see
her immediately but was not allowed to see her for the next twenty-four
hours. Restless sleep was all that I got.
My excitement to see Tessa was hurriedly demolished as I walked through
the dreary ward to face intimidating machines, wires and a tall drip attached
to my friend. Sobs escaped my lips and tears blurred my vision. She seemed
so fragile compared to the bold and energetic girl that once stood before me.
I slowly approached her flat bed. Pleading for her to wake up was no use. Was
she ever going to rise again and hold me in her familiar arms?
For the following two weeks I stayed at the hospital with Tessa, I was
determined to be the first one there when she woke up. Never would I have
imagined it to go this way...
Engulfed in my thoughts, my hand intertwined with Tessa‘s, when her index
finger twitched, and her muscles began to wake up from their slumber. Her
beautiful hazel-coloured eyes gently flickered open. I could not contain my
emotions and immediately embraced her; she did not respond.
―Tessa, it‘s me, your best friend. Don‘t you remember me?‖ I desperately
exclaimed. I will never forget the blank expression of a stranger that stared
back at me that day. I had lost my best friend.
Commendable – Imán Omar Carrim, Grade 7, St Mary’s DSG
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SACEE High Schools’
Writing Competition

High Co-ordinator’s Report
Maya Angelou once said: "You can't use up creativity. The more you
use the more you have." This is certainly true when it comes to the
quality of writing we received in the 2019 junior and senior creative poetry
and prose writing competition. The judges were impressed with the
standard of writing. The Poetry Section saw a greater emphasis on the use
of punctuation and structure to enhance meaning. The imagery was fresh
and diction was intentionally chosen.
The Prose Section required students to write the opening chapter of a
novel. The outside cover of the novel was provided. There were many
creative approaches to this question including starting directly with action,
describing the setting and characters and even opening with direct speech.
Each unique approach gripped the reader and impressed the judges.
Congratulations to our 2019 writers who have been selected to have their
writing printed in the SACEE booklet.
Glenda Stanford
High School Co-ordinator
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The Cold is Coming
The wind ripples icily
through orange and red paper.
Held up by twigs so brittle and thin,
they fight the weight of dying leaves...
Struggling
against the coming cold.
Branches break and shatter
to the ground and calmly clatter
alongside fine shards of fiery vibrancy...
Fallen like warriors
Victim
to the coming cold.
Behind the foggy boundary
that forms our castle walls,
they protect shining, sparkling silverware,
which caress a feast fit for royalty.
It spreads warmth through our veins...
Armour
against the coming cold.
A frosty arm ploughs our fields A contrast to brilliant burning pumpkins,
and bright blazing torches of the maze.
Whilst sunflowers shiver biting breeze
and shake off their golden crowns...
Flora
of the coming cold.
Let the air be drowned
by the crackling and licking of fire,
and the crunching of flaming leaves.
Soon Autumn will be impaled
by shards of broken ice...
Beware
of the coming cold.
First Place – Junior Poetry, Natasha Peters, Cornwall Hill College
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Withering Flowers
You mourn all day,
you are awake all night,
thinking about what you did to deserve this.
Your life is in despair,
your heart needs repair,
but you do not try, you do not dare.
You walk through your house; it feels like an empty shell.
A glass in your hand, while random people approach you.
You cannot see them properly from your swollen eyes.
They make you uncomfortable, with the incoherent words they are saying.
You make your way to the garden,
dead flowers are scattered on the overgrown grass.
An obscure object elevated above it,
sticking out like a sore thumb.
As you draw near, the object forms into a malicious shape.
It is the coffin that houses your daughter…
The frame of her next to it,
containing only the tragic memories of hospital visits.
Her life withering away like dead flowers in the garden.
And that is when the cycle starts again tears begin flowing like a waterfall.
Second Place – Junior Poetry, Surina Singh, St Mary’s DSG

The World We Live In
Were promises meant to be broken?
Was the truth meant to be spoken?
Were families meant to be chaotic?
Were relationships always platonic?
Were the weak meant to feel inferior
for not presenting a boisterous exterior?
Were dreams meant to be crushed?
Was love meant to be rushed?
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Was faith meant to be questioned?
Do the genuine always seem to have bad intentions?
Why is an act of kindness feared?
Why does no one seem to be sincere?
Is purity just a word?
Because to some, it seems absurd
that such a far-fetched quality as this
somehow, in the world we live in, exists?
Why does happiness appear surreal?
Why is being content so hard to feel?
Why is knowledge undermined?
Why is wisdom constantly redefined?
Why are good morals overrated?
Why is it, to some, having values is outdated?
Was freedom meant to be tamed
for those who did not look, think or act the same?
When did compassion become so out of reach?
Why can‘t sympathy be the lesson our society should teach?
I look back on these issues with which we must make do;
I think to myself, is this what we have come to?
Is this the reality that has always been?
Is this really the world we live in?
Third Place – Junior Poetry, Nandi Moyo, Southdown’s College

Oh! What a Wonderful World Man Has Created
Oh! What a wonderful world Man has created.
The things that we've done;
the thoughts that we've thought;
the places that we've gone.
And everywhere, we've left our giant, twisted signature.
We've stuck our fingers into every nook and cranny and pried it apart.
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The beasts fear us;
the power pleases us.
Mountains are shaped around us;
forests stand no chance.
Nothing remains untouched.
We've done some redecorating:
scattered our brightly coloured confetti everywhere.
Skyscrapers rule the land;
cities shine more brightly than the stars –
even the heavens belong to us.
The moon has got our flag on,
space is full of our brilliant inventions.
Our footprints are everywhere.
It's absolutely marvellous, don't you think, the things that we've done?
Oh! What a wonderful world man has created.

Highly Commended- Junior Poetry,
Melinda Reyneke, Pretoria Chinese School
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Wonder
Darkness. That is all I see before I flutter my eyelids
open. I scan my surroundings; the harsh light blinding
my vision. As I become accustomed to the overexposed
light, I realise that everything looks hazy and obscure.
I try to determine my
surroundings but like an
over-exposed polaroid, I cannot ascertain
where I am. Objects are distorted, and I have
not a recollection of how I got here. Before I
can comprehend any further, a shadow forms
above me, blinding my vision.
I turn my head towards it and sense it coming
forward. I try to see what the silhouette looks
like, but my blurred vision will not let me see
further. I hear a hoarse voice state something
and I realise the silhouette is a man. Slowly,
my numb body starts to tingle, transporting
blood across my body. A piercing pain shoots
to my head. I try to touch it, but my body does not co-operate with my brain.
All I can feel is the warm liquid trickling down my forehead.
Suddenly, another sharp pain begins to brew, piercing through my stomach as
it moves upwards towards my chest, neck and head. My eyesight clears
slightly, allowing me to see his hands, on my stomach and then my head. I
wince in pain again. I hear the crinkling of plastic and the clanging of tools
and I panic. Out of fear, I try to get away from him.
I struggle to quell the pain and dizziness while I try to sit up, but the jarring
pain incapacitates my body and I fall again, hitting my head. The man holds
me down, rendering me immobile. The thought of my mom telling me that she
wanted us to emigrate to England because of the increase in the crime rates
in South Africa sears in my brain. I should have not left the house today.
Now, I am faced with an unknown male, who had probably kidnapped me and
as I tried to get away, he knocked me out cold. That is why I cannot
remember anything…
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He holds me down as I struggle against his grip. “Let me go,‖ I try to exclaim,
but I am only left with a voice of silence. I see hazily that he is dressed in
green overalls. He is probably going to kill me and sell my organs on the black
market. He is a powerful lion, while I am just his vulnerable prey. Maybe he
will leave me alone if I choose the possum option – play dead. However, my
body does not collaborate and I start to twist in pain. I am dying, and my last
thoughts are not about my family or my precious dog, but the fact that I will
miss the U-Party tomorrow– my only chance to show off my incredible dance
moves which I learnt from ―Dancing for Dummies‖.
I hear liquid being poured into something together with hysterical cries in
the distance. It is probably Potassium Chloride, a liquid that causes kidney
failure and cardiac arrest before you die. He grabs hold of my body; I try to
struggle from his grasp, but I am intoxicated with pain. He places me against
something.
―Here, drink this,‖ he says.
He puts the glass against my lips, but I refuse to open my mouth.
―Now, do not be difficult,‖ he retorted, impatiently.
I reluctantly open my mouth and let the liquid trickle down my throat waiting
for the liquid to burn my insides. However, instantly I feel my muscles regain
their energy. I sit up properly, frantically aware of my surroundings and I am
confused. I do not see a creepy basement or an unfamiliar house. Instead, I
see desks and droplets of blood on the floor.
―You fainted and hit your head against the desk,‖ the man replies to my
perplexed state.
I look up to see a paramedic packing away his medical kit
and my teacher comes towards me, muttering
unrecognisable words. Now I remember everything. I
skipped breakfast because of this fad diet I was following,
desperate to lose weight for the U-Party. I felt as if I was
saturated with alcohol as I stood, sobering up as I gained
my balance. After this dreadful day, I wonder what
tomorrow will hold. Certainly, no more crash diets, that is
for sure.
First Place – Junior Prose, Surina Singh, St Mary’s DSG
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Burning Midnight – Chapter One
This had never happened before. The night had
always been kind to us.
A new art exhibition was coming to a gallery in
Manhattan, and some iconic paintings were to be
showcased. We were, however, interested in just one. This painting was
renowned for its provenance and was worth its weight in gold. My brother
Malcolm, as usual, was doubtful of our plan. ―Gina, we‘re low on tranquilising
darts and can only take down four guards. What if there are more?‖ he asked
apprehensively. ―Then we‘ll take them down by hand,‖ I said. ―Don‘t worry,
Malcolm. It‘s happened before, and we‘ve successfully robbed hundreds of
galleries. We are, after all, professional thieves.‖
As we approached the gallery, we
were both excited and jittery. We
always felt that way before a big
robbery.
However,
things
felt
different that evening. The moon
hung low, and the city felt eerie.
Just anxiety, I thought.
The plan was to blow up the lock on a side door of the building. Naturally,
this would draw the guards to the doorway. We had already deactivated the
alarm system and the guards were our only hurdle.
As soon as the grenade exploded, five guards came rushing to the door. Only
two were armed and we tackled them first. Malcolm shot the first one in the
leg with the tranquilising gun. He thrashed around wildly for a few seconds,
and then passed out. Malcolm aimed at the other guard but just missed. The
guard fumbled for his gun, but I lunged at him and he knocked his head
against the wall. He was out cold. The adrenalin surged through my body, and
I felt alive!
Malcolm managed to tranquilise another guard, just before the remaining two
attacked him. I grabbed the tranquilising gun from Malcolm and fired. Now,
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there was just one guard left. He was on top of my brother, beating him to a
pulp. There were no darts left.
I looked around desperately for something with which to hit him. I noticed
stanchions at the ―staff only‖ entrance. I unhooked the red rope and freed
one of them. It was heavy, but with a deep breath, I managed to lift it and
hit the guard at the back of his head. Hmm, that will definitely hurt
tomorrow, I thought wryly. Malcolm managed to get out from under the
guard‘s motionless body and stood up, shaking. We entered the building, and
as expected, found ourselves in a long, dimly lit passage. Stealthily, we made
our way down the passage and had to stop. Malcolm and I stared uneasily at
each other. We had studied the building plans. Every nook and cranny, every
twist and turn, was etched into memory. The fork in the passage was not
supposed to be there. Something was very wrong.
We had no choice but to continue. Malcolm went left at the fork, and I went
right. As I made my way along the narrow passageway, I could feel my heart
racing. My mind was a jumble of thoughts. Malcolm and I were meticulous in
our planning and that was why we were masters of our craft. Perhaps we were
getting too comfortable, too careless, I thought. Perhaps, it was time for a
career change. Perhaps…
Malcolm interrupted my thoughts. He came up behind me and whispered with
a smile, ―Gina, I‘ve found it! I‘ve found Lady Dubber‘s painting! It‘s
magnificent!‖
Relieved, I turned around to follow Malcolm, and that‘s when we both saw
him. We froze. Suddenly, the power went out and we were plunged into
darkness…
Second Place – Junior Prose, Shazia Jamal, Cambridge Academy
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Zero hour
The desolate playground has the song of sorrow and
despair playing on a loop. The moaning of the swings and
roundabouts turning with the wind, howling and crying
the lyrics of a ballad, we know too well. The man with
empty eyes of hollow hatred and hostility prowls the
halls. A predator craving the sweet sultry scent of fear
from his victims. The aisle of dreams he crushes. Firing his weapon of
destruction randomly. Breaking down the haven of education. His cloaks of
mistrust sweep the floor, his discontent and depression, trapped under the
heavy material of misfortune.
He takes the scent of their fear and twirls it around his fingers idly. The
whimpers creeping to his ears from under the door is like sweet satisfaction
to him. The whispers of the people that drove him to this point, pulse
through him. The words dipped in adolescence and cocky confidence, dripping
with the honey of their malicious mania.
Cool metal makes contact with the hand, and he
withdraws his firearm. Swinging the door of the
classroom open, he slowly steps inside. A sinister
smile spread across his face, he takes in the scene
before him. The children crouch under desks, hands
overheads as if their hands will protect them from
the rage of the bullets.
The world is monochromatic and their fear is tangible. The bullets fly with
freedom, he so wishes he had, sailing along their set path. Screams feed his
rage as the malicious metal hits people. A scarlet world begins to trickle
towards him. The scent of the metallic melancholic blood has filled the room
and stifling the sickening scene.
―Not so small now am I?‖ Power surges through him in the presence of the
scared faces of his demons. ―Look, who‘s scared now,‖ he chuckles, releasing
more blood-hungry bullets. The titanium hair of the boy that bullied him is
stained with the dye of his crimson carcase, lying in a pool of ruby regret.
The echoing cries of terror follow him through the halls as he marches
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forward. A veteran of the military of brutality and anger, smiling a broad,
deranged, beautiful smile.
―Craig?‖ the voice is quivering with fear; he turns slowly to face the girl with
the mane of auburn curls and eyes of icy beacons. This fills him with regret
for his barbarism but… he still points the rifle at her and releases a frenzy
of bullets. One by one they hit her… with her descent; he lets the gun slip
from his grasp. It is done!
―The Zero Hour has fallen,‖ he bellows as the red and blue lights grow near,
and the mellifluous shouts from outside, where the swings and roundabouts
are still empty, begin to reach a crescendo.
Third Place – Junior Prose, Sibella Erasmus, Cornwall Hill College

Burning Midnight
Tick Tock; Tick Tock, the clock struck midnight and an
almost deadly silence crept over the house. Nothing
moved, nothing stirred except for the distant Tick
Tock coming from the clock in the hallway.
I could hear my heart pounding. I could not take the
silence for one more second. I sat up and slowly moved
towards the door. I walked fearlessly into the hallway.
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All the shadows lurked around me like ruthless killers waiting to murder my
curiosity. I seemed to find myself here a lot... in the hallway, at midnight,
after the nuns had put everyone to bed and all the lights had been put out. I
am usually not afraid of anything that lingers in the dark but tonight I could
not help feeling the slightest bit scared because the hallway felt alien to me.
I tried to be as silent as possible, holding my breath and walking on my
tiptoes. I was nearly at the top of the stairs when I felt a sudden chill down
my spine. I ignored it and kept moving. I swiftly made my way down the stairs
and past the dining hall to the big wooden door that led to the great unknown.
I took a last glance back to see if I had been caught but nothing moved. I
paused staring at the door that I had seen a million times in the day but at
night it was different it loomed over me like a monster that had no claws or
teeth. I could feel the adrenaline coursing through my veins my heart was
pounding in my head. I could still hear the dreadful clock ticking. I placed my
cold hand on the brass handle… I bent the handle down… the door was
unlocked. I slowly pulled it open. I felt as though a fire was burning in my
body and a wave of excitement washed over me. Suddenly I heard Sister
Evelyn‘s voice from where she was standing at the top of the stairs. She
whispered in a breathy voice,‖ Close that door and get over here at once,
young lady!‖ I sighed...knowing that I, Emily Jones had been caught for the
10th time in a row, trying to escape from Sister Evelyn‘s Home for Catholic
Girls.
The freedom to explore ‗the great unknown‘ had eluded me one more time!

Highly Commended – Junior Prose, Erin Desmarais, Cornwall College
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Ode to Fate
Aeons ago, when the Sun and Moon shed their glitters
upon Gaia‘s fruitful, burgeoning chest,
an innocent nursling‘s whimper echoed between budding grasses…
Birthed as silver stars gilded Nyx‘s ashen neck
and Silence hummed allaying melodies,
carefully blanketed by Poseidon‘s tresses She lay.
Her primaeval years roosted in gods‘ chambers
she twirled golden thread in pudgy hands,
snipping feebly a man‘s will to live…
Onyx locks venerating Cherubic eyes,
she harked Hecate‘s outlandish feats,
honing crafts of Her ironclad future.
Centuries ago, when the Sun and Moon shed their glitters,
she oft wandered through murky homes,
gazing upon beset faces shrouded by mortal misery…
Through torrents, tempests, pyres, purges,
plagues and wars She ambled in a serene stupor,
for mayhem ensued after Her single nimble signal.
The Bard‘s quill engraved Her name for all eternity,
entitling Her the utmost supremacy;
even purple Nobles submitted to a sceptre of destiny…
Before monarch, man and beast She paved the way,
her gentle fingers grasping a rugged stallion‘s reigns.
Sapphires and emeralds as offerings She claimed.
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Now, when the Sun and Moon shed their glitters,
mangled grey locks veil melancholic eyes,
As She stumbles through lone cemented jungles…
On the street, alongside a beggar child,
she dimly thrusts out weathered fingers
in demand of Her dues.
Fate circles the world in a dusty dress,
no longer the highest of all entities…
At times summoned from our memories,
for Her only to face demons of loneliness…
First Place – Senior Poetry, Maria Simpson, Cornwall Hill College

Marketplace Secrets
Shhh, silence is authority
Concealed
Utterance
Tears
Purple, pink, black bruises
canvased by the working men whose arrival back home is signalled by the
Choo-Choo train that Cha-chas back home slowly
We shall rest with them until the doors of the after open and
welcome us in.
Our three and a half, almost four legged table, bent sideways
like our waists when we walk.
That sjambok of warning did no good to this woman.
Her voice along with the Ma Mokwenas and Ma Mbokazis
is the ambience of the marketplace.
Their velvety melanin popping skin
highlighting the natural beat of the sun.
Don‘t forget black don‘t crack, right?
Their tattered clothes scream and yearn for a better life -
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Ensure their smiles run from ear to ear like a raindrop running down the
windowsill
only so the bread on the table does not run out.
They never chose the marketplace, it chose them.
They paint and colour in the town with watery crisp fruits;
blood red meat highlighted with fat as white as snow;
chicken feet with nails slay queen‘s envy.
All foods that makes our stomachs confirm:
―Yes, we are Africans!‖
Second hand clothing women of Gold turn a blind eye to
Bronze, silver coins of hustlers, beggars and labourers;
Blinding eyes of visitors to the marketplace with notes painted with Utata.
I tell you my friends,
the marketplace and its people:
are creatures of a hidden world.
Their words will always be:
―We shall rest with them until the doors of the afterlife open and
welcome us in.‖

Second Place – Senior Poetry,
Kholofelo Mothoa, Pretoria High School for Girls
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One in Ten
Child one holds a paintbrush so often you would swear
the wood has merged with his palm,
or that acrylic paint flows through his veins.
When the bristles of his brush touch the canvas the world holds its breath…
waiting for him, watching him.
To be a painter is his…
Child two is a dancer and has been from birth.
She came into this world and swans watched her to learn grace.
Because when she dances your heart stops.
When her body moves yours cannot.
For child two passion is not a word –
it is a melody that fills her lungs, like air ours.
Her parents can‘t bring themselves to tell her this will never work out,
and she should wake up from her…
Child three is a natural poet.
Maths and Science have no place in her vocabulary,
but words, they give her life.
She writes like there is no tomorrow.
Her favourite pastime is fitting the words into one another like a puzzle only
she can finish.
Her parents are both doctors.
She knows she will have to give up on her…
Child four holds a camera like the world is posing
for him waiting for him to capture its beauty.
His teachers worry that this silly activity
is taking time away from his studies.
Thanks to them, he knows he must let go of his…
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Child five hopes to become a musician
and child six an astronaut.
They are statistically more likely to become retail salesmen –
the safest and most common job worldwide.
Child seven wants to be a fashion designer
and child eight a graphic designer,
but their parents are pushing for accountants and lawyers.
Child nine imagines a future where he can do what he loves every single day exceeding expectations and changing the world.
It‘s his…
Dream ● noun ● a cherished aspiration, ambition or ideal.
One that nine out of ten children will never achieve
because society has told them to play it safe.
Child ten: grew up.
She‘s slightly different, a little odd,
people wonder how she grew up in the same world they did;
managed to avoid the rat race and still win first place.
Grew up with same mundane days that they seemed to face –
but never phased her.
Child ten stuck by her hopes and dreams even when the world told her ‗no‘.
Child ten cultivated her soul day after day.
Child ten…dared to dream.

Third Place – Senior Poetry, Hannah Palane, St Mary’s DSG
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the occasion
oblivion for me
because I care about you.
You, and i,
we are two sides of
a silver coin.
it's tossed way
((up there))
where it can be seen,
and never touched.
i see myself all too much in
your eyes, but it‘s too late;
the craters on the moon
are eating up time.
(it's all a hidden question
suspended in a vacuum
untouched, unasked)
i think of
how much i will need to enjoy
agonising
if i'm to make it far in life.
You're too good at lulling
me to mental sleep:
the moon -- you gravitate,
never too far away
peripheral, opaque
look up now, see,
you're the comfort
in the endings
of every
slow
day
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dawn
the reality laid bare
brings the coin plummeting down
hard (like an ice cube)
fragile (like an ice cube)
smooth (like an ice cube) you
can always talk your way out of
anything
that an epic poem could conjure
cannot match the energy that you are:
the sun - you know how
to warm, and
to cast shadows,
but you cannot see the darkness you make
have you seen the tides that you create?
have you seen yourself floating in the ocean
from above?
have you seen
the yellow flowers who adore you?
have you seen the shady corners of
burnt out doorframes
in the glorious 5 pm glow? you
are
the occasion
we all prepare for.

but you don't know.
Highly Commended – Senior Poetry,
Shannon Morrison, Cornwall Hill College
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Out of the Box
Albert-Clarence Alby was ninety-two
years old and wore military brogans.
His daily ritual was fixed to the
preciseness of a minute and
consisted
mostly
of
meals,
newspapers at the kitchen table, and his primary
occupation: a shuffle outside to smoke. He took his time
and would reach the park by noon, if the weather
permitted, where he would sit on that dilapidated bench (presumably as
ancient as he was), and smoke again. He had a face reminiscent of used tissue
paper and a habit of pulling his pulpy bottom lip in too far. His limbs were like
brittle wire, and his bulbous eyes too vacant and rapt—passers-by
occasionally asked him whether he had lost his glasses.
But for those who knew him a little better, Albert-Clarence Alby was the
sort of ninety-two-year-old that required the instantaneous respect that is
usually reserved for the adventurous antiques of history, that might soon be
boxed up and not seen again. He might be lacking his dentures, but the fossil
himself had defanged vipers, wrestled ostriches and collected shark teeth
not so many years prior. If one could refrain from reading between the lines
of his face, one would find that his was a story better told by the spit-shined
leather of his brogans than by anything else about him. He had been a
military man, of sorts, in his youth—well-travelled, adventurous, daring. He‘d
traversed most of Africa, Australia, and the Amazon rainforest visited parts
of Russia and the Middle East and once spent a few months in Scandinavia
herding reindeer.
Over the decades he‘d lost most of his military bearing—he was hunched over
now and had forgotten how to make his
bed without a crease—but his attention
remained as sharp as ever. He could
trace the meandering of a fly from
across the street, and his mind was a
filing cabinet stocked with memories
accurate to the colour of thread
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holding the button on his neighbour‘s best jacket. If one could hear his inner
dialogues as he sat on his park bench and observed the neighbourhood so
faithfully, one might hear things like ―I see Mrs Jenson‘s glaucoma has
improved‖ and ―I do hope that Dillan has not left his favourite coat at school
again‖ or ―Good Mr Banks, I do believe he has finally polished his glasses‖. He
was as sharp, perhaps, as detectives such as Holmes or Poirot, but rather
less arrogant and weaker at the knees.
He would appear only briefly to the outside world, on those visits to the park
bench which was widely regarded as Mr Alby‘s bench and had few mutual
connections with the personalities of that bleak London square which he
inhabited. To that busy society, his role was small. His trips outside had
diminished a little over time—perhaps it was the smoking habit, his favourite
vice—as his creaking joints grew to need more the oil of warm baths and cups
of tea. In any case, Mr Alby was old. He had to end eventually.
And when he had completed his final trip—the familiar bench, stage left, and
his customary smoke—Albert-Clarence Alby shuffled into his curtained home
and stood a spell in front of the mirror.
Then he reached up and peeled away his mask. Bit by bit, he removed Mr
Alby—the white stubble, putty nose, wig, rouge, powder—and slid off the
spit-shined brogans. He wiped away the stage makeup, watched as the youth
underneath slowly reappeared. He put Mr Alby carefully back into his box.
Then, with a solemn whisper, near to reverence, the actor said:
―Until next time, Albert-Clarence Alby.‖

First Place – Senior Prose, Charis Noviskie, Hatfield Christian School
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Wonder
The 28th of July 1914 was a Tuesday. The steady
chugging sound of the approaching railway train filled the
ears of the excited young men waiting impatiently on the
platform. Warm tears filled the crystal-blue eyes of a
newly-wed clinging to her recruited husband. The hem of
her floral frock swished around the embracing couple as a
spurt of hot steam hissed from the steam engine. She watched as he
boarded the train, dressed in his starched military uniform. Besides the curly
ginger hair that peaked out from underneath his cap, he was indistinguishable
from the others... all anxious to defend their country on the front line… all
eager to return home with heroic stories to tell their loved ones… The young
groom hurriedly found an open window from where he could wave goodbye to
his childhood sweetheart. As the raven-black locomotive jolted to life,
separating sons, brothers and husbands from loving families, the gingerheaded man watched as a wistful white glove waved him goodbye…
Like acid on the skin, the stench of dead bodies and thundering cannons
corroded the illusions of war. Flies flocked around fermenting corpses and
cockroaches squirmed inside wet boots. Warmth died. Familiar hunger-pangs
greeted the soldiers personally as they awoke each morning. The softhearted soldiers quickly learnt that war without death is a deception. Their
rifles became their defenders. A bullet fired meant their own life was
spared. A dead enemy on the battlefield signified the horizon at the end of
the war. They were no longer men. No longer sons, brothers and husbands.
They were scared and scarred soldiers fighting for their lives, no longer
fighting for their country.
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As the explosions lessened and the glowing charcoal sky became night, the
soldiers shared the same hopes and dreams as they drifted off into
tormented sleep. One hoped that he would see little Matthew blow out his
candles on his 3rd birthday; another dreamed of Lizzy twirling around in her
new, hand-sewn gingham romper; and yet another dreamed of looking up at a
constellation of stars in a different land, a land filled with daisies and
sunflowers. One drifted off to sleep to the imaginative sound of Milly, the
cow, mooing in the barn, while his mate swore he could hear Whiskers, the
cat, purring at his feet.
Time stretched on tortuously between Armageddon days and shivering nights.
Death thrived. The soldiers forgot who they were fighting. They forgot why
they were fighting. Their only thought was to continue fighting because
fighting meant that they were alive. Fighting meant that they were one of
the lucky few who weren‘t lying in a muddy ditch in the middle of a
battlefield with the rat-tat-tat of machine-guns as their only funeral dirge.
Fighting meant that there was still hope, that perhaps they would live to see
another day, better than this one…
The 3rd of October 1939 was a Tuesday. A man stood on the railway platform,
his ginger-coloured hair faded into grey. Through tear-filled eyes, he
watched as eager young men trampled
over one another to board the train,
the jubilance of war overpowering
them. His eyes lingered on a young
soldier embracing his baby boy and on
another waving goodbye to his little
girl through the misted window. He
recognised replicas of his younger
self, all filled with the wonder of war,
oblivious to the harrowing realities
they would soon face.
Sighing, he slowly limped back to his childhood sweetheart. Holding her
white-gloved hand in his, he acknowledged that he was one of the lucky ones.
He had been given the privilege of watching Johnny ride a horse and Maggie
dress up for prom. But now, as he watched Johnny board the train,
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devastating irony settled heavily on his soul. He questioned if he truly was
one of the lucky ones as he surrendered his son to war.
The wisdom of hindsight… he wished he could run to that train, climb on that
monstrous steam-engine and bawl, ―It is not sweet and honourable to die for
one´s country!‖. The steam-train jolted to life…sons, brothers and husbands
waved heroically to their loved ones. As the train hissed noisily out of the
station, soldiers still hanging dangerously out the windows, some caught a
glimpse of the old man and, for a moment, were filled with a terrible sense of
premonition….
Second Place – Senior Prose,
Chloe van Niekerk, Hatfield Christian School

Someday (YHWH)
A young woman draws a deep
breath of cool dawn air. Her first
breath. Her waking breath. It
sets life trickling through her.
Gradually, drops of consciousness
precipitate like dew on the strawberry-field of her
mind. Trickles turn to streams, streams to rivers and
suddenly with a great deluge of wakefulness and
purpose her eyes flutter open.
Sea-blue eyes, like her mother‘s.
She hesitates: takes a moment to bathe herself in the halcyon waters, which
lie at the surface of sleep. She inhales. Exhales slowly.
With a jolt, she sits upright, swings her legs over the side of the bed. Her
bare soles whisper over a desert of sandstone tiles. Her hand brushes the
cool brass of a door handle. She grasps it firmly.
11:00. In an air-conditioned office in California, a middleaged man is seated, almost casually, along the edge of a
pinewood desk. He combs his hand through his once jetblack fringe, now flecked with grey, fervently ignoring the
persistent ache in his lower back. He adjusts his
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spectacles. The plastic wall clock ticks. Again. He picks up his cup of coffee.
There is a small stain along the white porcelain where his lips failed to
contain a single drop of his beverage. He berates himself for this. It was
expensive coffee, he chides. Made from beans found in the faeces of some
small Asian mammal, the name of which he cannot presently recall.
He returns his gaze to the chalkboard in front of him. Upon it is written the
mind of God. The man is not awestruck by this. In fact, he feels at most a
vague annoyance. For one thing, the mind of God is terribly complicated and
downright messy. What kind of Divine Creator needs to resort to 4dimensional space-time and the Higgs Boson to make a functional universe?
Were he assigned this duty, he would have favoured something much more
Aristotelian in nature. Symmetry. Harmony.
Balance. Order.
He glances at the clock again. 11:05. He sets down
his coffee with a sigh and sets off for the
lavatory.
The young woman closes the door carefully behind her, and steps gracefully
onto the balcony. The cool dawn air caresses her jet-black hair - her father‘s
hair, or so her mother tells her.
Istanbul waits with bated breath, shrouded in the mist that flows up nightly
from the Bosporus Strait. In the East, the sky bleeds - its haemorrhage a
sacrifice to water the altar of heaven. As if appeased by this offering, the
sun‘s first rays peek over the horizon. They silhouette the six minarets of
the Blue Mosque as they rise from the sea of cloud below.
The woman waits. The time is near.
From the heavenly spires, the voice of God calls to her. ―Allāhu ʾakbar‖. The
haunting melody of the Adhan washes over the city.
She closes her eyes. Her soul strains at its mortal bonds, longing to soar
among the clouded pinnacles, to slip at last the surly bonds of earth and find
its place in the halls of eternity. She feels the touch of God, and it sends
shivers down her spine.
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The man returns to his office, dejected. He has spent his life trying to
understand the universe. God‘s universe. Perhaps to understand God himself.
He has failed.
He picks up the chalkboard eraser. Weighs it in his hand. Considers. He
erases his work. All of it. None of it has ever done him any good.
Having disposed of his formulae, the man returns to his seat at the edge of
his desk. He casts a perfunctory glance at the window. The view is not
extraordinary: two oak trees (one ever-so-slightly too far left) and a small
road running along the campus. Today, along this road, drives a goods delivery
vehicle. On its flank is painted a symbol of a Mosque. It is no doubt delivering
Halal food to the college cafeteria.
The man is dumbfounded.
He is in Istanbul. He is young again. He is visiting the Blue Mosque - on the
recommendation of a local restaurant owner, from whom he bought some
köfte. The woman is there. The woman with the sea-blue eyes. She who would
curse his life with an inescapable sense of anti-climax. He recalls her accent:
how exotic and exciting she had been! Whispered promises. Subtle
intimations. He remembers waking. The fog from the Bosporus drenching his
hair. The Adhan echoing through the streets, pursuing him as he fled. As he
fled. Fled from what?
The moment passes, and the man is
surprised to find a wet stain along his
left cheek, where his eyes failed to
contain a single tear. He sighs. Wipes
his cheek with the back of his hand. He
looks at the clock. 11:30. He makes
himself another cup of coffee.
Third Place – Senior Prose, Sean Cameron,
Cornwall Hill College
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Winter in St. Petersburg
From the topic ―As I descended‖
It was the coldest winter in a hundred years. She hadn‘t
believed her tutors when they explained how abnormally
harsh winter‘s wrath had become that year: 1917.
However, she was a fool. A spoilt young princess swaddled
in the attention of a hundred suitors and thousands of servants. Princess
Natalia Romanov didn‘t care for the Russian winter, for her body remained
warm in the opulent palace scene of delectable soups, hot baths, winter
sheets, and the warm buzz of Christmas.
She was not a fool anymore.
The cold breath of winter now encased her in an icy mist. In the streets of
St. Petersburg her fingers grew numb from the lack of knitted, wool gloves.
Her ears froze without the sounds of her musicians playing Bach in the
background, and her taste buds no longer functioned without finely chopped
hams and every kind of cheese. Winter laughed at her. You thought you could
ignore me, the snowflakes seemed to cry, but now you will know me.
She ran through the streets without any kind of luxury. Her gown had longsince been caked in mud and was in any case not visible under the single
peasant‘s cloak she had stolen. The shadows were chasing her. They
manipulated themselves into grotesque nightmares. Lenin. The Bolsheviks.
Socialism.
Yet through Winter‘s cackle and the
shadows‘ fear-inducing darkness she
heard her dead father‘s voice, ―For
Russia,
my
darling,
for
the
motherland.‖
The light tap-taps of her feet
resounded throughout the empty
street. She could see the smoke
from fires rise from every direction.
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The revolution had truly begun, and she had been on the wrong side. The
shadows cackled louder.
In the fading moonlight, her refuge took the form of a butchery. She tucked
her body behind the bags of old meat and took a visible breath away from
dangerous eyes. It was so cold the meat did not stink, but even Winter‘s
fiercest storm could not match the icy numbness that encased her grieving
heart. Natalia was an orphan. A sister without a sibling. A princess without a
crown.
Winter delicately inserted her cold needles into Natalia‘s every pore, but she
knew she could not only blame the cold for her shivering. In truth, her mind
was more responsible. A mere few hours ago she was a spoilt fool who saw
nothing but extravagance.
Now all she sees is their bodies… and Death. How could she forget Death?
She remembered the smell. Her father with his gaping chest wound still
smelt like the pumpkin pie they‘d had for dinner; however, it was mixed with
the heavy stench of red iron. Her mother‘s corpse smelt like a rose garden,
and her brother‘s like old parchment. Perhaps Death was laughing at her too,
like Winter.
Her ears, frozen by Winter‘s hand, could not
hear the lion that stalked her from the
butcher‘s door. He watched her, mesmerized
by the single tear that solidified on her
cheek. Natalia let out a muffled cry from her
pain, and the lion pounced.
Natalia‘s movements were haphazard and
chaotic as she struggled with all her might.
The perpetrator grabbed the head of her
cloak and exposed her noble beauty to St.
Petersburg‘s darkness. Natalia froze. The two
were in an embrace of battle, and with teary eyes, she asked softly, ―Are you
going to hurt me?‖
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The man-made no move to respond. Instead, he appeared immensely wideeyed and shocked at her sudden revealed appearance, as a child would upon
finding a surprise gift under the tree.
Natalia let another tear fall. This broke the lion from his silence.
―Princess?‖ He had dark hair and stubble. His face was pale, and his eyes,
blue as they were, looked like they had seen a miracle. Natalia nodded in
response, accepting that he would kill her. The man released her immediately.
Instead of drawing a knife he gestured to the open door, ―Please, let me help
you.‖
As the two approached the door Natalia felt the heaviness in her dress
pocket. She pulled out her tiara, and at the sound of Death‘s laugh and
Winter‘s cackle, she dropped it into the snow.
She had descended.
She was not a princess anymore.
Third Place – Senior Prose, Gabrielle Coetzee, Southdowns’ College

As I Descended
I toss and turn, like a bottle in the ocean. My thoughts are swimming in the
pool of my mind. A commotion rages inside my head as they yank me under.
My existence dissolves like salt in water. I am drowning! I jolt up. The sheets
cling to my sultry skin. I am enveloped in an impenetrable cloak of black. A
void occupies my room. It surreptitiously enters every night at 11:53. I
acknowledge the void as a thief. The Slumber Thief.
During this past couple of months, my body grew
accustomed to his presence and timing. However, I did
not delight in his company. He is absolutely maddening,
exploiting me of my serenity and stealing my dreams.
Nevertheless, I sigh. He is inevitable. I jump out of bed
and fumble for my shoes. I need to take a walk.
A chill March wind caresses my face as I saunter
through the dormant neighbourhood. I trudge along the
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never-ending road, carrying my mental baggage with me. Impetuously, I come
to standstill. A sea of empty space surrounds me. Waves of darkness
consume me and my body is drenched with terror. Tormenting thoughts ooze
like blood into my mind. I struggle for breath as panic, mercilessly, strangles
me. Impulsively, I sprint down the street, past all the ginger stained houses
with avocado-green roofs. My state of mind is now a haze. I realise that I
had been confronted with fear and entangled in my own chaos.
Overhead the pearl moon gleams in the charcoal sky. The air is saturated
with a midnight gloom. My panting gradually ceases as I approach an
unforeseen twist at the end of the road. Like a skulking phantom of the
night, I tread towards the unknown. My eyes travel toward the towering pine
trees. They dangle over the lifeless pond like ghostly shadows. I am
flabbergasted at its desolate beauty. I marvel at this dark paradise. My belly
churns with euphoria as I devour all the enthralling sights and sounds.
Beneath me, the pond is a milky pool of ink. My skin tingles at its allure. It
was enticing me. I rapturously plunge into the pond and succumb myself to
the thousand different sensations.
I slither through the silky water to the centre of the pond. The infinite
crystalline sky comes into view as I float on my back. I drift in thought as I
ponder on outer space – the exploding stars and colliding galaxies. It‘s all a
magical cosmic dance.
―Hey,‖ I immediately whirl around. A disembodied voice looms a few feet
away. My solitude has been shattered. Am I hallucinating? I peruse the area
of the pond. My gaze shifts like a magnet towards a spectral figure.
―Hi,‖ I quaveringly reply. I bite the edge of my lip, hoping this is all a figment
of my wild imagination.
―Taking a midnight swim?‖ Ghost Face inquired.
―Yeah, the Slumber Thief woke me,‖ I foolishly confess. Why am I sharing
personal information with a complete stranger? I need to diverge this
conversation. Now.
―What about you? Why are you here?‖ spluttering out all the words.
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―There was a star riding through the clouds one night,‖ Ghost Face paused,
―and I said to the star, consume me.‖ His silvery voice kindled my soul. He
stared at me with large liquid eyes.
―What matters is precisely this, the unspoken at the edge of the spoken,‖
quoting Virginia Woolf back to him.
―You know Virginia Woolf?‖ keenness evident in his tone.
―Without a doubt,‖ I claim.
I won‘t forget you, Midnight Stranger,‖ he grinned.
Relief ripples down my spine. I slowly swim to the embankment of the pond.
Water trickles down my body like teardrops as I climb out. Ghost Face
indisputably follows. His sandy hair wavers in the moonlight and his restless
eyes meet mine. He smells like smoke and wine. A rather peculiar combination.
As we walk side by side down the rigid road, a bone-white cross blends in
with the nimble reeds. I inquisitively make my way towards the brittle cross
and examine the indented dishevelled writing. I intently observe the faded
photo of the deceased that rests on top of the cross. Sandy hair. Sandy hair!
I instantaneously look over at Ghost Face and the boy in the photo.
―I feel certain that I‘m going
mad again,‖ I remark, quoting
Virginia Woolf.
―You died?‖ I ask, shock
paralysing me.
―So did you,‖ he said, pointing at
another cross beside his. My
photo rested on top.

Highly Commended – Senior Prose,
Kalsee Nadasen, Hatfield Christian School
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Inspired by discussions about the current state of the
Catholic Church…
Burning Midnight “Holier than Thou…”
The grey, wintery light floats languidly through the narrow slit in the wall,
illuminating the dust particles dancing in the sparse cell. The only other light
in the room is the candle‘s vibrant golden flames, casting frolicking figures
across the barren walls and heaps of philosophy books – my attempt at
solving any dilemma. The freshly-ironed Habit hanging in the corner is the
proof of reality – my Final Vows which are yet to come… My wandering eyes
peer through the window, focusing on the Sparrow in the centre of the faded
Church courtyard. In the distance, an onyx feline silhouette surreptitiously
approaches the fledgeling… My mind subconsciously launches itself into the
tumultuous past events… Events that have altered my faith…
My first day in the Dominican Order, Father Kowalski was assigned to me as
my Superior. ―Oh, how blessed you are! He is a truly Holy man!‖ the parish
ladies chirped. Father Kowalski shaped and mentored many generations of
upcoming Catholic priests. Having served his time in the Holy Trinity, he grew
highly respected in the Order. His teachings were conservative, but far from
Orthodox. Kowalski was of a compact build. He never failed to move without
grace, even though his stomach preceded him wherever he entered. Father
Kowalski had an angelic, gentle voice, able to hush a baby‘s cry during
Baptism. One charming smile and you felt forgiven… ―Look carefully,‖ he said
to me once during reconciliation, ―For you will see the true soul in the eyes…‖
Yet, I was never able to hold extended contact
with his pale-blue eyes…
I soon learned that appearances can differ from
reality. ―You must always be truthful, my brother.
As a priest, you must spread hope and honesty,‖
Father Kowalski explained as he parked his
Porsche next to the liquor store. He returned
with his weekly supply of Cognac bottles. Father
Kowalski was an open man – he did not hide his
past inhibitions or his polished Rolex. He was
excellent in motivating the community to ―… give
to the poor…‖. The second collection during Mass
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was specifically directed towards the needs of the church and its charities.
Along with his charisma came his wisdom and advice. Father Kowalski
especially prioritised advising abused, ‗broken‘ women… preferably, the
younger ones…
The inky feline figure enters into full view… The Parish cat stretches proudly
its oppressive shoulders. A sudden flurry of feathers. The Sparrow is
clutched in the cat‘s cruel paws. A puppet to the puppeteer…
The church was silent. It was nearing midnight. A single candle, a glowing orb,
burns. The only light in the House of God. I knelt in the abandoned last pew,
whispering the Rosary in the company of my demons – their dark tendrils
drilling deeper into my doubts… The candlelight exposed the outline of a
young girl, weeping in front of the altar. Father Kowalski had settled himself
calmly next to her. ―It is alright, my child. I will make this better. Come,
follow me,‖ his angelic voice echoed through the stone walls. Father Kowalski
put his arm around her waist, led her out through the backdoor. I looked
down. I could not force myself to utter another Hail Mary…
The grey, wintery light floats languidly through the
narrow slit in the wall, illuminating the dust particles
dancing in the sparse cell. My eyes concentrate on the
Sparrow and the cat. The bird suddenly lifts itself from
the ground, the last of its willpower commanding it to
freedom. I gaze back at the piled books, freshly-ironed
Habit… The candle is out. I stand up… Walk out. I will
follow the Sparrow.
Highly Commended – Senior Prose, Maria Simpson, Cornwall Hill College
AS I DESCEND: FORGOTTEN PROGENITRESS
Oberon inhaled the cool morning air as he stood before
a great ebony door. Studying its intricate carvings was
his last attempt at procrastination: perfect depictions
of the decadence of man disgraced the wood's fine
colour, using images of bloodshed to warn off those
who dared to step beyond it. The door itself whispered
his father's rule: never was a single soul permitted –
family, or otherwise – in the chambers behind it.
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Birds cheered for the rising sun just past the only window that brought light
into the black house. He dreamed of joining them in a song but had things to
attend to before he could bask in the cancerously red ultraviolet of his
world. Searching for answers, he wanted to find the part of his identity that
had eroded away and been forgotten, and to uncover the shadowy dealings of
his fiendish father to justify his dubiety.
He anxiously pulled a hand through his onyx-coloured hair, before reaching
for a knob clearly stained by the frost of both physical winter, and the
winter which it kept hidden. He turned it languidly, as though the very lifeforce in his veins had turned to ice.
The daunting staircase stretched deeply
into the earth. It hissed at him, mocking
his small stature. The endless abyss curled
its mephitic tongues, promising that he
could never be as his older brothers were,
never be as glorified as their gore. His
heart yearned for this; he wanted to be
the difference, to be nothing as it is they
were. The serpent's vow encouraged him,
but beneath its persistent taunts,
something else screamed that would only push him further into action.
From the chasm, a disturbing echo crawled towards him. ―Please...‖ a familiar
voice calls to him, collapsed into sobs. Despite the carnage, his father forced
him to watch, and the abattoir their cellar so often became, he had never
heard such desolate wailing.
Oberon flung himself into the darkness without thought as he ran rapidly in
the direction of the tormented call, down into the earth. His family's blood
meant his sight was never intimidated by tenebrosity; it was the gift of his
name that allowed him to see so much more than that which was kissed by
light, but his ability could only reach so far into the darkness.
At the end of the staircase, he stepped into a small passage that opened into
a larger chamber where something stirred. As he came closer, the wailing
became louder, and he was able to make out the figure of a woman strangely
hunched over. Carefully he walked into the chamber and stopped in front of
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her. She was held in chains, and her gown appeared to have been drenched in
blood once. She was much older than he and kept her head low even when she
heard his footsteps.
―You're a monster...‖ she said under her breath. His heart stung at the tone
of her voice, and he wondered who she was and if she was all that his father
wanted to hide. More importantly, why was her brilliantly dark hair, and
haunting voice, so familiar? He inched further, curious about his own
uncertainty.
―What have I done to make me one?‖ he asked her sadly and tilted his head.
She meant someone else, but he wanted a reaction from her. She froze, only
the sound of her heavy breathing was his answer.
―Who...‖ he trailed off, as she slowly looked up. He felt like he was looking
into his own eyes when her desolate gaze met his. The same powder-blue eyes
considered him, from under the same dense, black eyelashes as his own. He
recognised her only from photos, as she had been missing for thirteen years.
―Mom...?‖
―Well, this has taken an interesting turn...‖ a chuckle echoed through the
suddenly too-small chamber. His father stepped off the last stair and slowly
walked to the room's centre. His build in itself was belittling without him
having to pass threats. While Oberon cowered inwardly, the woman
straightened herself as far as the chains allowed, determined to not be
intimidated by her torturer. A malicious smirk crept onto his father's lips.
―What now, boy?‖

Commended – Senior Prose,
Jade du Preez, Pretoria Chinese School
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As I Descended
Fleance Macintosh had not put pen or thought to paper for several years
when he sat down one morning to write. Once a widely renowned up and
coming author he had descended into an average and fairly orthodox writer.
Eventually, he had decided to put down the pen, knowing that his writing days
were over. That was seven years ago.
It was a dead quiet Sunday morning when he woke with a start, an idea
hanging at the forefront of his mind begging to be grasped and developed. He
could not remember having dreamt up the idea but it presented itself with
the clarity of a freshly sculpted thought, devoid of fault or damage.
His duvet flew from his bed as he catapulted forth from the salty sweatstained sheets which he had lost the will to change in his sombre zombified
state of the previous day.
Today he was filled with wonder and a keen sense of excitement, the likes of
which he had not felt since what felt a millennium ago. Clad in only his polka
dot jocks and ankle-length socks he raced towards the kitchen.
Turning the corner to the stairs his body slammed loudly against the cabinet
which stood adjacent to the hallway leading to his bedroom. A muffled
irritant cry rose from the house next door. It must have been Miss Noris
trying to enjoy her Sunday morning tea while reading her latest romance
novel. She hated being disturbed. Fleance wasn't bothered by the fact that
she might be mad as he descended the stairs three steps at a time.
Reaching the bottom, he felt his foot slip and he clattered to the floor in a
heap. Groaning in pain he jumped up and raced into his messy kitchen in
search of his trusty laptop. Nothing would deter him today. He found his
black Asus laptop tipped on its side half open where he‘d left in after a
drunken night of binge-watching Netflix to drown out the thoughts of failure
which banged like drums inside his mind every night.
‖ Never again,‖ he muttered taking the laptop and lightly pushing the power
button. The small light in the top right corner of the keyboard shone brightly
and he sat waiting for it to turn on, the satisfying chime of the Windows
home screen calling to him in anticipation.
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After today he would once
more be a writer and not
only a writer but he would
be famous. His parents
wouldn't look at him with
shame and pity but instead,
they would finally praise him
for his efforts. All his
suffering would be worth
something.
After taking a deep breath
Fleance touched his righthand middle finger to the mouse pad and clicked the Microsoft word icon. He
titled the page‖ Chapter 1‖ and chose his favourite font and font size. The
cursor blinked awaiting his story to be told. He never wrote.
The idea was gone. The wonderful, ground-breaking and revolutionary idea
which he was sure would make him famous and world-renowned had vanished
from the depths of his mind in a puff of smoke. He sat in that chair with his
fingers placed on the keyboard for hours praying the idea would come back,
that it would allow him the chance to describe it.
He was never going to be a famous writer. He stood from his chair closing his
laptop and walked out of his front door clad only in his jocks and ankle socks,
swearing he would walk to the ends of the Earth if it meant finding that idea
once more. Where he walked no one knew and no one ever heard of Fleance
Macintosh again... at least for a while.
Highly Commended – Senior Prose, Simon Augustyn, St Albans College
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Comments from the Writers
First Place – Junior Poetry, Natasha Peters, Cornwall Hill College (Page 63):
The Cold is Coming was written after I came upon photo albums from when my family
and I lived in Germany. There, autumn leaves burn brighter than coloured paper and
are a sure sign that an icy winter is on its way. Warmth and Cold are represented by
the image of two sides of a war: the kingdom of fire and the kingdom of ice.
Essentially as the story progresses, we come to the conclusion that winter is
inevitable and so the autumn is taken over by the strength of the cold. In this poem, a
single word follows a dramatic pause to help paint a picture in the imaginations of
those who read it and to explain the significance of the stanza. I certainly enjoyed
writing it.)

First Place – Senior Poetry, Maria Simpson, Cornwall Hill College (Page 74):
The inspiration to write this piece came from my great interest in the Shakespearean
Era, where fate played an immense role in life. I have always enjoyed writing about
abstract ideas and/or nature. This poem highlights a timeline of how fate’s role has
changed over the centuries. Each repeated line indicates a new phase of the life of
the personified fate. The poem is open to interpretation but an underlying theme of it
is the disillusionment of mankind – that even fate no longer has a say in amongst the
“…buying and spending…”

Highly Commended – Senior Poetry, Shannon Morrison, Cornwall Hill College
(Page 80):
The style of "the occasion" is inspired by the poetry of E.E. Cummings, with regard to
its typography and punctuation. Capitalisation is used to emphasise that which is of
importance to this speaker (consider "You", as opposed to "i"). The arrangement and
spacing of words is intended to create a literal "picture", where the meaning is visibly
communicated (for example, in "of every/ slow/ day" and "((up there))"). Similarly, the
reader's pace is guided by the irregular line lengths and sporadic punctuation.
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